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Halley's comet zipped brightly across the sky in 1910 as this photograph shows. However, experts predict this time around the comet won't put on such a spectacular display.

Halley's comet expected to thrill audiences less than it did the last time around
When you make a public appearance once every
seventy-five years or so, you sure don't want to leave
your audience disappointed. But in all likelihood, that's
what Halley's comet will do for North American
viewers during the coming year.
When the comet sailed into the solar system in 1910,
it put on quite a display. However, some people expect
this year's show to be less exciting. This is because
instead of traveling between the sun and earth as it did
in 1910, Halley's comet will pass by on the far side of
the sun.
The comet will be visible to the naked eye in the
southern sky just before Christmas on a dark night.
It will remain in sight until late January, when it will
move behind the sun and be lost to view until early
March, when it can be observed in the eastern sky
during the morning hours.
Dr. Larry D. Oppliger, a professor in the physics department, says the comet's visibility will depend on its
position relative to the sun and earth.
"The particular configuration this time around means
that the comet, when its tail is so spectacular, will be
very low in the southern sky for those of us in the
Northern Hemisphere," he said.
Sky-watchers can best view the cotnet with their
naked eyes, Oppliger said, if they find a dark
observation spot. In December and April, amateur
astronomers should go to a dark area in the country that
provides a good view of the eastern, southern, and
western skies.
Oppliger advises against trying to make any
observations from a city.

One group of people who are waiting expectantly to
view the comet, whether it draws boos or applause from
its audience, will be scientists.
This is because comets may contain secrets about the
dawn of the universe, Oppliger said.
Apparently, comets come from a huge congregation of
objects referred to as Oort's Cloud, named for an
astronomer who theorized the cloud's existence about
thirty-five years ago, Oppliger said.
These objects, like udirty, icy snowballs a few miles
in diameter," orbit the sun about fifty thousand times
farther from that star than the earth.
Because the cloud objects are so far away from the
sun, a nearby star may cause part of them to break
away. After being dislodged, this piece falls toward the
sun, Oppliger said. As it moves nearer to the sun, the
gravity of Jupiter, Saturn, or another planet can pull it
into an extremely elongated orbit.
Dropping closer to the sun, the object heats up, and
gases on the surface start to boil. Gradually, a coma
jhead) and tail begin to form, and sunlight reflects from
the gases, making the tail visible across the sky.
uHalley's comet evidently originated like this,"
Oppliger said. "It spends a few days very close to the
sun and then zips back to spend many years far away
from the sun."
H this model is correct, he said, then comets are
composed of that "original stuff that the solar system
was formed from." Scientists would like to obtain a
sample of that "stuff," preferably something that hasn't
interacted with the sun much during the last several
billion years.

Project will help children with communication disorders
Western recently announced a project that is designed to
help speech-language pathologists, audiologists, and
related professionals expand and upgrade their services
for infants who are high risks for communication
disorders and for the parents of these children.
The three-year project is being carried out by the
Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology through
a $196,637 grant from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation of Princeton, New Jersey.
"By and large, the efforts of members of our
profession have been devoted to the identification,
diagnosis, and reme9iation of communication
disorders," said Dr. Robert L. Erickson, chair of the
Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology. "The
thrust of this project is early identification. What we're
saying is, 'Let's identify the infant with the potential
speech, language, or hearing problem.'"
Through the project financial stipends will be
provided to selected WMU graduate students, who will
receive intensive practicum experience with high-risk
infants. The grant also will support the production of
three audio-visual educational modules to be used with
professionals and parents. They will be made available
for national distribution.
"Because of advances in medical technology, we're
saving more low birth weight and birth defective babies,

and more babies are being born into disadvantaged
families," said Shirley N, Sparks, associate professor of
speech pathology and audiology and co-director of the
project with Erickson. "These are the types of infants at
high risk to develop communication disorders," she
said.
"Our project is aimed at helping professionals help
parents communicate with their children. Instead of
professionals doing remediation work with a child at
three years of age, we're helping parents teach
communication skills at a much earlier age."
Erickson called the development of projects such as
Western's a "high priority" within the profession and
said all students in Western's speech pathology and
audiology program would benefit from the project.
"Course content relating to prevention will grow
throughout the curri~ulum because of the project," he
said. "This will be particularly true at the graduate
level."
Erickson said the grant is the first given to the speech
pathology and audiology profession by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, which is one of the largest
philanthropic organizations in the country.

Dr. Larry D. Oppliger, professor of physics, suggests that a
dark spot in the country would be a better place from wMch
to v;ew Halley's comet than this viewing area on top of
Rood Hall.

Scientists theorize that because the comet spends
most of its time far from our sun, it's more pure and
clean than many heavenly objects. Consequently, they
would like to use information about Halley's comet to
build more accurate models about the origin of the solar
system.

Board seeks state funds
for business college, library

The Board of Trustees during its November 15 meeting
approved requests of $75.5 million to the Michigan
Legislature for capital outlay projects and for revisions
to instructional programs.
A new West Campus building for the College of
Business and major modifications to Waldo Library are
near the top of the list of seventeen capital outlay
requests for 1986-87 that total $72 million.
Both the College of Business building, the second
highest priority at $12.1 million, and library
modifications, the fourth highest priority at $15 million,
are major departures from last year's requests. In each
instance, funds had been sought for remodeling rather
than for new construction.
_
Trustees noted that requests for funds for new
construction represent responses by Western to "new
signals" from Lansing. President Diether H. Haenicke
said he has observed that on a list of pending requests
for construction projects at state colleges and
universities totaling nearly $400 million, none had been
from Western.
Chances appear good that Western would receive
$100,000 in planning funds for the business building in
the next fiscal year, Haenicke told the board.
(continued on page 3)
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A television visit with artist-entrepreneur Gwen Frostic
en Frostic is a generous person.
What other artist-entrepreneur would throw open her
business to a WMU television crew for three days and
even put up with a power failure when glaring
television lights blew a fuse?
Frostic, long a successful artist, is just that kind of
person, of course, and that's part of the reason she's
stayed in touch with Western since she took graduate
courses in art fifty-seven years ago. That interest was
reflected in the interview she did for "WMU Presents,"
Western's thirty-minute television newsmagazine,
produced by the Office of Public Information and Media
Services Television.
·
Owner of Gwen Frostic Prints and Presscraft Papers,
located in the small Michigan town of Benzonia, Frostic
has been willing to share her resources with
Western-but not for any of the obvious reasons.
"I give for personal satisfaction," she said in the
interview, which was conducted in her apartment
located above her business. I give because I enjoy doing
it, not because I think you need it or because I think the
University will be a better place. It's personal
satisfaction that initiates the gift, and I think that's true
for most people."
Frostic has been recognized by Western as one of
Michigan's true natural resources. She has received both
an honorary degree and a Distinguished Alumni Award.
A member of the President's Club of major donors, she
is a former member of the WMU Foundation Board of
Directors.
Of course, Frostic gives through her work as well. Her
sixteen Heidelberg printing presses produce everything
from delicately illustrated note paper to bound volumes
of her poetry, also accompanied by images that she
alone creates from linoleum blocks. She does business
from her rustic, wooded headquarters on the Betsie
River and through a mailing list of 170,000 people in
more than seventy countries. At its peak, her business
attracts 1,200 visitors a day.
How has she managed to combine art and commerce?
"The two are one in the same," she said, the usual
twinkle in her eye very much in evidence. "I love
business. I love it just as much as I love doing artwork,
and it's just as much a part of me as the artwork.
Yet," she said, "I've never drawn anything or written
a book for the sake of making money. But because I did,
I made money."
Speaking to an audience of women in Three Rivers
last fall, Frostic described the underlying purpose of her
twenty-year-old enterprise this way: "We make napkins
and books and note papers, but this is not our aim. Our
11

Editor's note: U-matic (threequarter-inch) or half-inch
VHS videotape copies of the
"WMU Presents" edition that
includes the fourteen-minute
Gwen Frostic feature may be
purchased through Western's
Office of Public Information
at a cost of $55 per copy.
Write to the office at B-207
Ellsworth Hall, Western
Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan 490083899. Please allow six weeks
for delivery.

11

Above: Gwen Frostic chats

with R. Mark Spink,
producer-director of "WMU
Presents," during a break in
taping.
Left: At peak periods, more
than 1,200 customers flock
to Gwen Frostic's rustic,
wooded headquarters in
Benzonia.

Photos by Khanti Sandhu,
Media Services, Western
Michigan University.

aim is to bring a bit of serenity . . . where you can go,
and find yourself again. 11
To find oneself, Frostic suggests, one must know
where to look. To illustrate that, she likes to tell the
story of her encounter with a man walking with his
child amidst her 285 acres of woods and marshland. "He
said to me, 'Is there anything further on?' And I said,
'Well, have you seen anything yet? Because if you
haven't seen anything yet, there's nothing further on.'"
-by Mike Matthevlll
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Whirlpool awards
$100,000 grant
Western has received a
$100,000 grant from the
Whirlpool Foundation of
Benton Harbor for its
proposed $2.8 million printing
management and research
center.
The center will serve as the
Midwest's educational and
research center for printing
and paper-making industries.
When completed and
combined with the paper
science program, the center
will have the only
wholly-integrated
pulp-to-print product system
in the world.
"Whirlpool's support of the
programs in the WMU
College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences stems from
our continued need for highly
trained engineers and
engineering technologists,"
Stephen E. Upton, president
of the Whirlpool Foundation,
said. "Though we are not
directly associated with the
printing industry, we
recognize that the center will
provide engineering students
with the opportunity to apply
engineering theory in a
laboratory setting."

• Dybek, alum cited
Stuart J. Dybek, an associate
professor of English, has been
named a recipient of the
Whiting Writers' Award. He
is one of ten writers in the
country named as the first
recipients of the $25,000
awards from the Whiting
Foundation, a private
philanthropic organization in
New York.
The prize is intended to
reward "exceptionally
promising emerging talent."
Also named an award winner
was Howard Norman, a 1972
Western graduate who
currently is a professor of
ethnology at the Center for
Northern Studies at
Middlebury College in
Vermont.
The winners were
nominated by writers,
educators, and editors from
across the United States.
Earlier this fall Dybek
received the 1985 Nelson
Algren A ward from Chicago
Magazine and last year he
won an 0. Henry Award for
literature. Dybek is also a
recipient of past fellowships
from the Guggenheim
Foundation and the National
Foundation for the Arts.

• Ethics center established
The renewed interest in
ethics by society in general
and academia in particular
has led to establishment of
the Center for the Study of
Ethics in Society. This is the
first such center at a public
university in Michigan.
The center will provide a
place where people interested
in the study, teaching, and
application of ethics, both on
and off campus, can tum for
assistance and for
collaborative study
conferences. Its functions will
include supporting individual
and group research, helping
faculty members develop
course materials and teaching
modules in ethics, providing
services to the University and
the community, and serving
as a resource center for the
dissemination of information.
• Sky Broncos win title
The Sky Broncos, Western's
precision flight team, again
captured first place in the
National Intercollegiate
Flying Association's Region
ill meet in Kent, Ohio, held
October 2 through 4. The
team has won top honors at

the regional level eleven out
of the last thirteen years.
The victory qualifies the
Sky Broncos to participate in
the national competition,
which will be in mid-April in
Waco, Texas. Jorge Costales, a
WMU senior from Portage,
was named the top pilot for
the regional meet. In addition,
Western received an award for
having the best approach to
saiety in flying.
• Name change approved
Western's Department of
Counseling and Personnel in
the College of Education has
been granted a name change.
The new name, effective
immediately, is the
Department of Counselor
Education and Counseling
Psychology.
"The new name more
accurately reflects the
changing program in the
department and meets the
needs of its students for
licensure and placement,"
said Dr. L. Michael Moskovis,
associate vice president for
academic aifairs.

theWester

Holiday Tree- This tree,

located near The Oaklands
historic residence at the
center of the campus, has
been decorated for the holi·
day season at the personal
expense of the Board of
Trustees. "We're delighted
that our board members
have made this lovely contribution to the spirit of the
season," said Chauncey J.
Brinn, vice president for
university relations and
secretary to the board. Even
"Frosty the Snowman,"
created by an unknown
sculptor, decided to get into
the act.

President Haenicke hoping to bolster
In a speech he titled "WMU: The Challenge of Our
Future," President Diether H. Haenicke underscored
once more the dominant theme of his administration:
academic excellence.
Haenicke delivered the speech, his first formal address
to the University community, on October 23 at
Western's sixth annual Academic Convocation. At the
event, the University recognized nine faculty members
for academic achievement and service.
"I personally take it as an auspicious signal that my
first formal address to the faculty coincides with this
celebration of academic accomplishment," he said. "My
entire adult life has been devoted to the pursuit of
excellence in teaching and scholarship, and I intend to
make this ambition the dominant leitmotif of my
presidency here at Western."
Haenicke, calling for 11 a renewed dedication to
scholarship and research," placed new emphasis on
graduate education, saying, "We have the opportunity
and the basis to develop impressive, valuable graduate
strength.
11
Although the number of graduate programs at
Western may be somewhat limited, it remains a
little-known fact that the proportion of graduate
students within the total student body at Western is the
third highest in the state," he said.
He said he feels very strongly that "the appropriate
role of the president" is to take "a leading role in the
strategic planning process for Western. 11
Soon, Haenicke said, he will appoint a task force on
planning1 which "will be given targeted and specific
questions and whose advice and counsel I shall carefully
integrate into the administrative planning process at
Western."
He also said he will count on broad input and
advice. . . . 11 1 will do my very best to balance fairly
the many conflicting, the many competing, and the
many incompatible interests that abound in this
University as in all others," he said.
From his perspective as a former academic vice
president at The Ohio State University, a Big Ten
institution, Haenicke said, "Our University/ both in

The sixth annual Academic Convocation included recognition
of Distinguished Faculty Scholars and Distinguished Service
Award recipients. Above, from left, President Diether
Haenicke congratulates Distinguished Faculty Scholars Dr.
Albert Castel, professor of history, and Dr. Clifford Davidson,
professor of English. Trustee Maury earfet, right, presented

Board seeks state funds
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excellence at Western

scope and in mission, is different from any of these big
institutions. We cannot-and we do not want
to-pattern ourselves after them. But we must compare
the quality of our academic instruction and the quality
of our intellectual effort with the best. In that respect
we may not be different, and in most ways we are not.
"My finding is that, by and large, we are doing very
well at Western," Haenicke said later about his
impressions after ten weeks on the job. "In fact, I think
we are a better university than some of our own faculty
seem to realize. We have considerable academic strength
in many areas of the University."
Pointing with pride to Western 1s undergraduate
programs, Haenicke said he hoped to "significantly
strengthen" the Honors College and departmental
honors programs. He announced that he would ask the
vice president for academic affairs to develop a
three-year plan for their further development.
Haenicke noted that the University has built a
"strong system of support services'1 that help
undergraduate students in their transition to college.
And, he noted, "Our record in the recruitment of
minority students is and will continue to be strong."
To help bolster Western's research efforts, Haenicke
said he is eager to look at sabbatical and research leave
policies to assess if they cannot be improved. "But I am
also suggesting that we help ourselves by freeing .
literally thousands of hours of valuable faculty time that
are spent each month on committees," he said.
"How can we help ourselves?'1 he asked.
"Paradoxically, by creating a committee." He said he
would establish "a small task force/ to "identify
duplication and excess" in the University's committee
system.
He speculated that unchecked growth in the number
and size of committees stemmed from a desire to
provide for shared governance and a measure of "mutual
suspicion and lack of trust. But we do have to clear our
vision again in that respect. 11

the awards. Pictured on the right are Philip Denenfeld, left,
vice president for academic affairs, who read citations
recognizing Distinguished Service Award winners Sterling
Breed, a professor in the Counseling Center, and Dr. Robert
W. Kaufman, (not pictured), professor of political science.

(continued from page

The Number 1 capital outlay request is for $2.1
million for the proposed printing research and
management center in the Department of Paper Science
and Engineering. This project was announced earlier this
year, while the third priority, $1.62 million for
expanding electrical power on the West Campus by
improving the West Michigan Avenue electrical
substation, is a newly announced project.
"I see a critical need to address head-on the pressing
problem of space for our College of Business," Haenicke
said in a recent letter to Robert H. Naftaly, director of
the state department of management and budget. "That
college is the second largest academic unit on campus
and one of only five business schools in the state
accredited at both undergraduate and graduate levels. 11
The request for Waldo Library seeks the construction
of a storage annex of 21,000 square feet that would open
up more space within the library, the renovation of the
library to improve design and energy efficiency and the

aca~emic

er
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ability to preserve and expand its collection, and an
addition to permit the expansion of student seating.
Waldo Library was built in 1958 and expanded in 1967
for a total of 152,784 square feet. Designed to house
500,000 volumes and accommodate 2,000 student seats,
the library now contains 1.1 million volumes with 1,050
student seats. The reduction in student seating resulted
from the expansion of collection space.
Topping the list of eleven program-revision requests
that the board approved are minority access and
retention, a graduate program in nursing/ and expansion
of the Specialty Program in Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
The full list represents more than $3.5 million in
requests. Any funds approved would be in addition to
Western's 1986-87 regular state appropriation.
Funding for program revisions last year for the gravure
and flexographic printing program and the Project
EXCITE computer program placed Western third in the
state in the amount of this type of funding received.

Haenicke also reaffirmed his commitment to provide
significantly more attractive incentives for unusual
effort and unusual accomplishment by faculty members.
"We stand at an important crossroads/' Haenicke
concluded. 11 0ther institutions in this state compete
vigorously for Western's rightful rank as the fourth
major academic power in Michigan. We need to initiate
a critical1 objective internal review of our programs and
activities. And we need to seriously commit ourselves
to a lot of hard work ·in the very competitive times
ahead of us.
"I am confident we shall be successful. You, the
faculty, have accomplished much in the past. Today, we
possess great strength in many of our programs, and in
our faculty, and we will work hard to expand that
strength throughout our institution. I stand before you
most eager to take action. And I challenge you to put
self-interest and leveling compromise aside. Let each of
us make his or her unique, important contribution to
this University. And let us get started."

Professor emeritus of history
honored on ninety-fifth birthday
"In honoring Robert E. Russel
on the occasion of his
ninety-fifth birthday, '1 Ernst
A. Breisach, chair of the
history department, said
recently, "the University and
the Department of History
honor a man who has
honored them and his
profession by what he has
done and by what he is."
Breisach spoke earlier this
fall at a department reception
for Russel, professor of
history emeritus who retired
in 1960. He came to the
Uruversity in 1922, the same
year he completed his
doctoral degree, and from
1956 to 1960 served as chair
of the history department.
Russel's career began in
1915 with his master's thesis,
"Early Projects for a Railroad
to the Pacific," and Breisach
said Russel's career has never
ended. He remains active as a
scholar and correspondent and
has published seven books
and numerous articles.
"First of all," Breisach said,
"Dr. Russel is a true
gentleman. . . . And he is a
true scholar. His 'The
Economic Aspects of
Southern Sectionalism,' first
published in 1924, still
remains a standard, essential
work, so regarded by
scholars."
Breisach quoted from the
introduction to Russel's
"Ante Bellum Studies" that
was written by Alan S. Brown
of the history department,

Robert Russel, right, and
Ernst Breisach.

characterizing Russel's work
for its "refusal to be satisfied
with convenien,t
generalizations, the concern
for the precise phrase, the
reliance on primary materials,
(and) the effort for clear, sharp
presentation."
"These characteristics have
resulted in Dr. Russel's
writings being as valid and
useful today as when they
first appeared in print,"
Breisach said. "Nothing has
superseded them, none has
been rendered obsolete. There
are very few historians whose
work, like the n: an himself,
has weathered the passage of
time so well.
"Today Dr. Russel is what
he has long been-not only
one of the oldest, but also one
of the most distinguished
historical scholars living and
working. All honor to whom
all honor is due."

Continuing education enrollment
increases by 12.7 percent
Fall enrollment in the
Division of Continuing
Education is 2,250, an
increase of 254, or 12.7
percent over a year ago,
bringing Western's total
enrollment to 20,963.
On-campus enrollment for
the fall semester is 18,713,
itself an increase of 476, or
2.6 percent over last year.
Credit hours in continuing
education for the fall
semester total 8,277, up
1,102, or 15.4 percent from
last year.

11
We're pleased to see these
increases/' Dr. RichardT.
Burke, dean of continuing
education, said. "It continues
the increases of a year ago,
which were the highest in the
division's history."
Burke also said that
improved economic
conditions are another factor
in the increases.
Western offers degree
programs through regional
centers in Battle Creek,
Benton Harbor-St. Joseph,
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo,
Lansing, and Muskegon.

Sports

Season finishers
• Football
The Bronco gridders came on
strong the last few weeks of
the 1985 season, suffering only one defeat in the last six
games. With a Mid-American
Conference record of 4-4-1
and an overall record of 4-6-1,
the team finished with a tie
for fourth place in the MAC .
After beginning the season
with five straight losses, the
Broncos came back to tie
Miami University (10-10),
and to post wins over Bal1
State University (34-0),
Toledo University (18-13) ,
Kent State University (34-3),
and Eastern Michigan University (38-21) .
• Soccer
The soccer squad set school
season records for team
assists and scoring points on
tts way to a 9-8-l record for
the 1985 season. The team
won five of 1ts last six games
and finished with a 5-1 league
record.
This marked the second
time in the program's fifteenyear varsity history that it has
had two straight winning
seasons.
• Men's cross country
The men's cross country
team placed fourth in 1985
Mid-American Conference
standings after winning one of
three dual meets. The squad
placed eighth in a fifteenteam field while hosting the
Central Collegiate Conference
championship, placed second
at the Hillsdale Invitational,
seventh at the Illinois Invitational, and sixth at the Indiana Invitational.
• Women's cross country
The women's cross country
team captured the MAC title
for the second consecutive
year, winning the championship meet by a forty-ninepoint margin. The team
followed up this by placing
fifth out of a field of twentythree at the National Collegiate Athletic Association
District IV regional championship meet.
Earning All-MAC status at
the MAC championship were
Kayla Skelly, who finished as
the top individt'al, Beth
Adkins, and Kim Adem. Skelly
went on to finish twentyeighth at the NCAA championship and to earn AllAmerican honors .
• Volleyball
For the fourth time in a row
the volleyball team won the
league title and advanced to
post-season play. The team
finished with a perfect 18-0
MAC record and a 25-6
overall record.
The team's low points were
six losses to top twenty
nationally-ranked teams.
These included the December
5 loss to the University of Illinois in the opening round
of the NCAA tournament.
Coach Rob Buck was named
MAC "coach of the year"
and junior middle blocker
Sarah Powers was named the
league's "player of the year."

leers cooking in more ways than one
The Bronco hockey team added a new exercise to its
dryland training during October when team members
took to the kitchen instead of the ice. The squad held a
bake sale at the Mike Gary Athletic Fund's
"Shipsbewanna of the North" for the benefit of the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters Athletic Fund.
The players baked their sale items themselves and
raised $150 for the fund. Captain Chris MacDonald said
the team had "never done anything like it before.
"We thought we could do something for the community, and it was also a good chance for the freshmen
to get to know us (the returning players) better," he
said.
Prior to the bake sale the Broncos had a team bakeoff, where each member made cookies . Then, to ensure
variety at the sale, each member retired to his own kitchen to bake something other than cookies.
Along with cakes, bars, brownies, and breads, two of
the most popular items at the sale were a triple-layer
German chocolate cake with pecan frosting made by
senior Dave Bina and fruit tarts made by senior Stu
Burnie.
Senior Jeff Crossman and junior Henry Fung, who
had the most creative cookies at the team baking session, a hockey stick and puck, said they will have to
"see how the season goes" before deciding whether
they will stay with hockey or become chefs.
The Broncos have not turned in their skates for egg
beaters yet, but as of December 7 they have whipped up
a 12-6 overall record and a 10-6 Central Collegiate
Hockey Association mark. Western has been named
among the top ten teams in the country by the weekly

• Men's gymnastics
Oec.

The hockey team won a few points from the Big Brothers/Big
Sisters Athletic Fund when members held a bake sale to
raise money for the group.

WMPL Radio National Hockey poll, with its highest
ranking this season being seventh.

John Offerdahl

A pair of seniors, football linebacker John Offerdahl and hockey
right wing Dan Dorion, have been selected to appear in
prestigious all-star games.
Offerdahl, a second-team All-American in 1985, is the third
Bronco ever to play in the East-West Shrine All-Star game. The
others were defensive tackles Bob Rowe in 1966 and Mike Siwek
in 1969. That game will be played January 11, 1986, in Palo
Alto, California.
Offerdahl has topped the MAC in tackles three years in a
row and is the league's career tackle leader with 696. He ends
his WMU career as the MAC's 1985 "defensive player of the
year" and a member of the 1985 All-MAC team.
Dorion has been chosen for the USA National Select Team
that will participate in the World Games IV International
Hockey Tournament in Battle Creek from December 26 to 28,
and in exhibitions against a team from the Soviet Union on
December 29 and December 31 in New York. Also in the tournament at Battle Creek will be the Canadian National Team
and a squad from Czechoslovakia.
Dorion, a second-team All-American for the Broncos last
season, is no stranger to top-flight competition. He played with
the U.S. National Team at the 1985 World Championships in
Prague, Czechoslovakia, and played with the winning North
Team at the National Sports Festival last summer in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.

Bill Yates

Bill Yates named
new golf coach
Bill Yates, who has had extensive teaching and business
experience in the sport of
golf, has been named
Western's new golf coach.
The Kalamazoo native lettered as a WMU golfer in
1961 and 1962. He served as
team captain in 1962 and
placed fourth in MidAmerican Conference individual standings. While in
school, he served as an assistant professional at the
Kalamazoo Elks Country
Club .
Yates then spent six years
in sales with the fiber-glass
golf shaft division of the
Shakespeare Company, promoting its products to touring
professionals.
Following that he was an
independent representative for
golf equipment until becoming a partner and teaching
professional with the
Kalamazoo Golf Center in the
mid-1970'~. This firm also
builds custom golf clubs.
As an active player, Yates
won the Kalamazoo Country
Club two-man team competition in 1965 and a city medal
championship during the early 1970s.

.. ___________ _
Dan Dorion

Hockey Power Play Pack Application
The Bronco Blueline Club is sponsoring a new and exciting
program to help fund the renovation of the hockey team's
locker room. You can play a big part in this effort by joining
the pack. To join, use this coupon to make a pledge toward
each power play goal the Broncos score at home. You will be
billed at the end of the season. At that time, you may pay in
cash with a check or with VISA or MasterCard credit cards.
Con~ributions are ~ax deductible.
Name ______________________________________________
Home Address-------------------------------------City ------------------- State._________ Zip_ _ ___
Business

City __________________ State.________ Zip._____
Home Telephone ________ Business Telephone ________

WISCOnSin Open at
MadiSon, WI
Dec.
13 INTRA-SQUAD MEET, 7 p.m
Jan
11 Spartan InVItational at
East Lans1ng
18 Univers•ty of Wisconsin•
Jan
Mad1son and Un•vers1ty of
WJSconsJn·Oshkosh at
Oshkosh, WI
Jan .
24 KENT STATE (co·
educational). 7 p m
Jan
26 Southern lllino•s and
Northern Illinois at DeKalb IL
Jan
31 INDIANA STATE and
MICHIGAN STATE, (CO·
educabonal) 7 p m
Feb
8 UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS·
CHICAGO (coeducabonal
Parent's Day), 1 p m
Feb
14 Un•vers1ty of M1ch1gan at
Ann Arbor
Feb 21 ·22 Open
Mar
12 Great Lakes Champ•onsh ps
at Slippery Rock PA
Mar
4 East Stroudsburg at East
Stroudsburg PA
Mar
8 BRONCO INVIT A nONAL
(Un•vers•ty of W•scons1n·
MadJSOI', Southern llhno•s.
Umvers1ty ot M1ch!gan
lndtana State Un1vers1ty
of llhnoiS·Chtcago and Umverslty ot llhno•s·Champa•gn).
noon
Mar
15 Mid·East Independent
Champ•onshJp at Terre
Haute,IN
Apr
4 ·5 NCAA ChamPIOnShip at
Lincoln NB
All home qames rn the Gary center

PLEDGE CLASSIFICATIONS

(Check one)
0

0
0
0
0
0

$_ _ per power play

goal
$5 per
$4 per
$3 per
$2 per
$1 per

power
power
power
power
power

play goal
play goal
play goal
play goal
play goal

Mail to:
Western Michigan University
Lawson Ice Arena
Care of Bill Newton
Kalamazoo, Michigan
49008-3899
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Two Broncos to be in prestigious all-star games

Business Address.____________________________________

-

Winter schedules

13

INTRA-SQUAD MEET,
7 pm
Jan
1 1 Untversity at M1Ch1gan at
Ann Arbor, 1 p.m
Jan
18 B~ONCO INVJTA TIONAL
(Central Michtgan, llhno•s
State, Eastern MJChJgan
Northern MJCh•gan, Un•vers1ty
of Wisconsin-Oshkosh),
2pm
Jan
24 KENT STATE and
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
7pm
Jan.
25 Central MJCh1gan at Mount
Pleasant. 4 p m
Jan
31 BALL STATE. 7 p m
Feb.
1 Eastern M1chtgan at
Ypsilanti 2 p.m
Feb
8 UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS·
CHICAGO (coeducabonal).
1pm
Feb
16 Michigan State (Central
Michigan , University of
MIChigan , Iowa State) at
East Lans1ng, 1 p.m
21 BOWLING GREEN STATE
Feb
7 pm
Mar
1 Umversity of Kentucky at
Lex1ngton. KY. 2 p.m
Mar.
8 Jacksonville State at
Jacksonv~le AL. 7 p m
t5 UOIVBfSity of WISCOnSin at
Mar.
Mad1son. WI. 1 30pm.
Mar.
22 MAC CHAMPIONSHIP,
2p.m.
Apr
5 NCAA Regional
ChampiOnship, s1te to be
determ•nad
Apr 18 1 9 NCAA Nabonat ChampiQnsh•P
at Ga•nesvJIIa, FL
AH home games 1n the Gary canter except
tor the Bronco lnvrtattonal and the MAC
Championship, whtch will be held 1n Read
FJeld house

• Men's indoor track
Jan

10

Jan.
Jan.

18

25

Feb.

1

Feb

8

Feb. 1 4-15
Feb

22

Feb

28

Mar 14·1 5

Eastern M1ch1gan lnvtlational
at Ypsilanti
MJCh1gan Relays at Ann Arbor
WESTERN MICHIGAN
RELAYS. 6 p_m
Eastern M•ch1gan Tmck
ClassiC at Ypsilan!J
MIChigan Slate Relays at
EastLans111g
Central Colki!giate
Conference at Madison. WI
S1lverton tnv1tabonal at
Ann Arbor
B1g MAC lnvrtalional at
Ypsilant•
NCAA Indoor ChampiOnship
at Oklahoma City, OK

• Women's indoor track
Jan.
Jan.
Jan .
Feb.
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar.

11

WESTERN MICHIGAN
INVITATIONAL. noon
17 Michigan Relays at Ann Arbor
24 Eastern Michigan lnv•tabonal
at Yps1lant1
1 Wolverine<Converse Open at
Ann Arbor
8 Michigan State Relays at
East Lans1ng
14 Huron Open at Ypsilanti
21 BIG MAC INVITATIONAL.
5 p.m
14·15 NCAA Indoor Champ!OnShip
at Oklahoma City. OK
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1985 Development Fund gifts increase 45 percent over last year
A recent report to the Development Fund's Advisory
Committee demonstrates that in 1985, increasing
numbers of alumni and friends have made educational
excellence at Western a priority in their annual giving.
As of November 1, according to Doretha E. Mortimore, Development Fund director, gifts totaled
$2,583,741, an increase of 45 percent more than 1984.
Contributions from individuals were up 39 percent; and
alumni giving in particular showed important growth.
Alumni gifts totaling $382,195 were received from
6,589 individual . This amount represented a 50 percent
increase in gifts and a 12 percent increase in alumni
donors . Corporate and foundation support was up 47
percent.
" A substantial portion of the increase in alumni
support i due to our phonathon program conducted
throughout the year by students,'' Mortimore said in
her report to the advisory committee.
"The phonathon i the best way we have to personally reach large numbers of our alumni, and we are
proud and very grateful to our alumni for their positive

response to Western's need for private contributions."
Annual Development Fund gifts provide the University with a critical margin of excellence not possible
through state assistance. For example, unrestricted gifts
to the Development Fund have provided merit scholarships to deserving students in all colleges, awards for
outstanding research, funding for the University-wide
computer literacy program, seed money for innovative
academic enrichment programs, and much, much more.
Commenting on the Development Fund's status,
Phil Guyeskey, '74, advisory committee chair, said,
"We can certainly take great pride in the boost in annual support this year. And, we want to thank each and

More than 250 student callers like these have participated in
the 1985 Development Fund Alumni Phonathon campaign.
Calling Monday through Thursday evenings throughout the
year seeking private gift support for Western, these students
contacted more than 29,620 alumni. S. Mark Terman,
Phonathon director and associate director of the Develop·
ment Fund, said more than $92,000 had been pledged as of
November 1. By year-end, he expects $111,000 in alumni gifts
to be collected through the personal effort to contact WMU
alumni. "In our phonathon program we try to update each
· alumnus' record and respond to any questions they may
have about Western today, Terman said. "Of course, we
a/so hope they will respond positively to our request for taxdeductible gifts to our annual campaign. Most alumni respond very favorably to our students and enjoy talking to
them," he said. "Alumni gifts not only help meet the University's annual needs but also help strengthen our case for
support to corporations and foundations, for they frequently
want to know the strength of our alumni support in making
their decisions.

WMU Foundation assets
total more than $7.7 million
The WMU Foundation's assets totaled $7,734,750 as of
June 30, the end of the 1984-85 fiscal year, it was
reported at the Foundation's annual meeting October 4.
Tbi is an increase of 47 percent over last year's figure
of $5,269,376, William J. Maze, Jr., chairperson of the
Foundation Board o{ Directors, told board members.
Of rhe total, $6,152,927 represents permanent endowment and $627,615 represents endowment of the
Paper Technology Foundation, managed by the WMU
Foundation.
' 'There is another source of assets destined for the
Foundation, which are identified as gifts with a 'future
interest,' " Maze told the membership. "They have a
conservatively estimated value of $16~ 319,940. Bequests
within wills, charitable trusts, pooled-income funds,
real estate, and other forms of real property all contribute to a reservoir of revenue available to the University in the years ahead.
"Some of the largest gifts ever received by the
University are in this category/' Maze said.
Maze reported that efforts would be made in the
year ahead to stress the importance of unrestricted gifts
to the University. Currently 94 percent of gifts to the
Foundation are designated for specific. programs, projects, and purposes.
Also during the meeting Maze recognized Foundation supporters J. Michael Kemp of Kalamazoo and
Homer C. ''Scrap'' Cox, general manager of the Carton
and Container division of General Foods Inc. in Battle
Creek.

Western alumni and
friends from near and
far returned to campus
this fall and joined
students, faculty, staff,
and the greater
Kalamazoo community
for a rousing weekend
of "Create a Magic
Kingdom ... It's
Homecoming 1985." A
week filled with fritters,
football, and festivities
characterized the
Homecoming celebration, which ran from
September 29 through
October 5. Mark your
calendar now for the
1986 Homecoming ,
which is scheduled for
October 12 through 18.

every alumnus for their loyalty and generosity. In the
years ahead we must strive to build upon this record of
achieveme~t. We [Western's alumni) must do all we
can to ensure that our University continues to fulfill its
mission and build upon its record of excellence.''
The Development Fund Advisory Committee was
established in 1976 to serve as an important link
between the Development Fund and the University's
alumni and friends. Composed of alumni volunteers
from across the country and representatives from the
faculty and emeriti, the committee engages in a variety
of campaigns and projects designed to enrich Western's
base of private support.

II

II

Development Fund Advisory Committee Members
Yousef Alavi, professor of
mathematics, Western Michigan
University
Marjorie Armstrong, '70, software
specialist, Northrop Corp.,
California
Rodney A. Crider, '80, executive
director, Central Mecomb County
Chamber of Commerce, Macomb
Larry L. Curtis, '67, director, dealer
development, Steelcase Inc., Grand
Rapids
.Philip Guyeskey, '74, manager, small
buslnesa programs, Michigan State

Chamber of Commerce, Lansing,
chair
Die leonardelll, auiatant professor
amerltus, Collage of Education,
Weatern Michigan Unlve111lty
Gene Moon, '74, owner-prealdent, Gene
Moon Bulck-Pontlec Inc., Paw Paw
Michael Patterson, '70, attorney,
Pattel'80n, Phifer, & Phillips, P.C.,
Detroit
Keith Pretty, '73, attorney, public and
government affairs, Amoco 011 Co.,
Lansing

George Rablck, '67, vice president,
operations, Old Kent Bank, Grand
Rapids
Suun M. Reuachleln, '80, supervisor,
audit department, Touche Rosa &
Co., Chicago, llllnola
Jacque SUI, '82, vice president,
advertising, public relations and
commercial operations, Premier
Hospitality Corp., Kalamazoo
L David Stader, '52, staff manager,
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.,
Detroit

William Waring, '63, president, State
Plating 6 Finishing Co., Grand
Rapids
Gwen Froatlc, owner-prealdent,
Preascraft Papers Inc, Benzonia,
honorary member
Mary Jackson, '32, actress, Hollywood,
California, honorary member
Jama W. Miller, president amerltus,
Western Michigan University,
honorary member
David Wayne, actor, Pacific Pallaadea,
California, honorar.y member

C: Alumni check in at the
Homecoming registration
desk with alumnae Jackie
VanderSteen.
D: Approximately 240 peo-

ple enjoyed the fine food
and conversation available
at the Homecoming Brunch.
In addition to getting
reacquainted with old
friends, participants joined
Western's cheerleaders in
an enthusiastic pep rally.

c
A: This student contest
during Homecoming Week
required coordination,
teamwork, and a sense of
humor.
B: Donna Trowbridge
Bauer, '60, and her husband, Alfred, visit with
Alumni Association Board
of Directors member Fred
Stevens, left.
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Dear WMU Alumni:
Having been elected president of the WMU Alumni
Association for 1985-86, I thought it most appropriate
to share with you some of the highlights from our October 4 annual meeting and to apprise you of the goals
we have for the year ahead.
As association members, we can look back on
1984-85 with pride. It is pleasing to note that membership in the association increased 7. 7 percent during the
year. The corresponding increase in dues income
allowed the association to fund completely, for the first
time, the stipends which are presented to the teaching excellence award recipients. Previously, stipends had been
funded by charitable gifts made to the University by its
graduates.
The association also established an endowment
fund, and a significant portion of the 1984-85 dues income from life members was placed into this fund. The
Alumni Association Board of Directors will use the endowment income for scholarships and other projects
which benefit the University, its students, and its
graduates.
The association is committed to maintaining and
strengthening the relationship between the University
and its alumni. The reunion and Homecoming events
sponsored by the association provide opportunities for
graduates to return to campus to not only renew friendships, but also to reacquaint themselves with the
University's academic offerings and fine facilities.
Thousands of alumni take advantage of these opportunities annually at Homecoming. During 1984-85
members of the 1935, 1945, and 1959 classes also
reunited at Western for special activities designed to
bring them closer together with the University which
played such a significant role in their lives.
The relationship between Western and its alumni is
strengthened further through regional programs offered
by the association. During the past year, Western alumni in Detroit, Grand Rapids, Chicago, Florida, and Washington, D C., to name only a few, gathered together for
social, cultural, and educational experiences which

benefited both the University and the individuals involved.
While we are proud of what was accomplished in
the past, we must continue to expand and improve our
programming efforts for fellow alumni and continue to
expand and improve our service to the University.
During 1985-86 and in the years ahead, it is the
association board of director's goal to reach and involve
more graduates. An ever-increasing number of members
in the association is, of course, a priority. Greater alumni participation in regional events is also of paramount
concern and will be the focus of attention during
1985-86.
The establishment of regional alumni groups is
essential. Such groups can be instrumental in the success of Western's student recruitment, fund-raising, and
public relations efforts. At the same time, involvement
in regional alumni organizations can be personally and
professionally rewarding to the graduates themselves
and can and should benefit the community as well.
If a network of such groups is to become a reality,
it will require a commitment on the part of each alumnus. As the association begins to plan activities in your
area, I ask that you support the events through your attendance, offer suggestions as to the types of events
which will best serve area graduates, and assume a
leadership position in the local organization.
At the end of the 1985 annual meeting of the board
of directors, each member shared a sense of enthusiasm
about our accomplishments and shared an even greater
sense of excitement about the challenges which lie
ahead. The alumni relations staff members cannot meet
the challenges alone nor can they be met with
assistance only from the board of directors. Each of you
must make a commitment to assist the University and
its Alumni Association in the achievement of its goals.
In closing, I want to share with each of you the
feeling of excitement which exists on campus today as
Western enters a new era with Diether H. Haenicke as
our fifth president.

Alumni Association officers- The 1985-86 Alumni Association

officers, from left, are: (seated) Keith Pretty, president; Rick
Carlson, treasurer; (standing) Allen Emmons, past president;
and Lorraine Beebe, vice president.

Having had an opportunity to hear President
Haenicke speak on a number of different occasions I
can assure you that his ideas and his perceptions r~
garding our alma mater-what it is and what it can
he-are worthy of the excitement generated on campus
since his arrival and most deserving of support by the
University's graduates.
I look forward to the year ahead as president of

c/5

j;~~~~~~~~;..:..JJ
~s~t~d; ~ing to
Sincerely,

~~

Career assessment offered
The WMU Alumni Association, along with Western's
Testing and Evaluation Services, and the Career Education Council, will offer a free career assessment and
counseling program this spring to children of alumni.
The assessment, developed by Testing and Evaluation Services staff, explores four areas: interests, personality, work values, and achievement/ aptitude.
Approximately six hours, exclusive of lunch, will
be required to complete the assessment. It will be offered on campus March 25 and 27, and April 1 and 4.
An information session will be held in the morning
for parents accompanying their children to campus.
This session will cover important information on admission requirements, housing, and financial aid.
In addition to the initial visit to campus for the
assessment, a second and crucial visit is required in
May, June, or July. During the second visit, participants
will receive an individualized interpretation of test
· results.
The program is limited to high school juniors and
seniors who are children of WMU alumni. Sixty registrants will be accepted for each session. To register your
child, fill out the coupon below and mail it to the Alumni
Association.
Complete and return to:
Western Michigan University, Career Assessment Program, Alumni Relations, Kalamazoo, Michigan 490083899

••••Em.-.•----Career Assessment Coupon

Student's Name _________________
High School
0 Sr.
0 Jr.
Class Year
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._ _ _ Zip_ _ __
Phone
Parent's Name
Graduation Year
Parent(s) accompanying student to assessment
0 Yes
0 No
Indicate first and second choice for assessment:
0 Tuesday, March 25, 9:00a.m.
0 Thursday, March 27, 9:00a.m.
0 Tuesday, April 1, 9:00a.m.
0 Friday, April4, 9:00a.m.

New alumni recognized- Tina

Alumni Gatherings
• Detroit
The Alumni Association and
the Detroit area alumni
will sponsor "An Evening
with Diether Haenicke'' on
April15. Details of the progra~, which features a dinner
honoring Western's fifth president, were not available at
press time. However, program
information will be mailed to
Alumni Association members.
• Grand Rapids
"An Evening with Diether
Haenicke" is planned for
Thursday, February 13, at the
Marriott on 28th Street. The
event will begin with a
6 p.m. social and a 7 p.m. din-

ner, after which Haenicke
will address the gathering. Invitations will be mailed to all
Kent County alumni in January. Advance reservations are
required.

To take note
An error appeared in the October issue of the Westerner
regarding the cost of the services available to alumni
from the office of University
Placement Services.
The six-month fee for services such as reactivation of
alumni credentials, job referral, and career counseling is
$10 rather than $1.

Reunions
• Class of 1946 plans
fortieth reunion
On June 6 and 7, 1986,
mem hers of the Class of 1946
will return to campus for
their fortieth anniversary reunion. Special mailings will
be sent to all class members
and details will appear in
future issues of the
Westerner.
• Fiftieth reunion slated
for Class of 1936
The Class of 1936 will return
to campus June 13, 1986 to
celebrate its fiftieth anniversary. Reunion information
will be provided in future
issues of the Westerner.

R. Daniels, alumni relations
assistant dlfector, completes
the display of new alumni
featured on the Wall of
Distinction, located in the
lobby of the Seibert Administration Building. The
cards beneath the pictures
describe the recent
achievements of some
notable Western graduates,
who may inspire present
students. The new alumni
being honored, from left, are:
Patricia Wells, district executive in the Michigan
Department of Civil Rights,
Benton Harbor; Kirk Gray
(top), regional director in the
Office of Public Housing and
Urban Development,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
David Dombrowski (bottom),
assistant general manager of
the Chicago White Sox; Ajac
Triplett, physical education
instructor and former head
basketball coach at
Delaware State College and
Florida A & M University,
Fort Worth, Texas; Dr.
William Heward, professor at
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Luther Van·
dross (top), entertainer and
singer, New York, New York;
Jill Whitaker (bottom), actress, author, and model,
New York, New York; and
Ernest Perich, vice president
for design and executive
creative officer at Group 243,
Inc., Ann Arbor.
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Everett Potts, '58

Kenneth Kaminski, '61 Robert Dixon, '66

A. Schulenberg, '67

Credit Co., a move that brings him back to
the United States from England
Elaine Knope Duemler, BS '5S, has been
George A. Hale, TC '25, now ninety years of
elected treasurer of the Western Michigan
age, was recently featured in the Grand
chapter of the Association of Records
Rapids Press. He lives in Lowell.
Managers and Administrators. She is with
the West Michigan Healthcare Network.
1930s
Ev~rett L. Potts, Jr., BS '58, has been
appomted vice president and general
Olive Woodmansee Webster, TC '30, and
manage_r, pulp and paper technology, by
her husband have celebrated their fiftieth
Champion International Corp., and is now
wedding anniversary. They live in Belmont
at Champion's Technical Center, West
and have four children, seven grandchildren
Nyack, NY.
and one great-grandchild.
'
Jo~eph G. Zainea, BA '58, has been elected
Alice Jones Dunning, TC '33, and her
prestdent of the Hugh Michael Beahan
hus?and celebrated their fiftieth wedding
Foundation, Grand Rapids.
anruversary July 13 in Venice FL where
T~eodore McCarty, BBA '59, is vice
they have lived since 1952. ' '
cha.mnan of the board of trustees of
Ann Greenman, BS '39, MA '61, has
Nazareth College, Kalamazoo.
become an American Association of Retired
Per~ons leadership development trainer, and
1960-64
dunng the past year chaired the AARP state
legislative committee.
~arey Shields Percy, BA '60, has become a
duecto7 f~r the Wyoming Housing
1940s
Comm.Isswn. She lives in Dorr.
Dr. Warren Wade, BS '60, is now principal
Barbara Moore Crossley Coyle BA '43 is
of Boyne City High School.
now ~ving in Peterborough, NH, after'
Kenneth W. Kaminski, BBA '61, has been
spending three months in Indonesia where
promoted to division vice president
her hus~and was assigned by the
merchandising, for the Whirlpool S~les
International Executive Service Corps. He is
Division. Most recently he had been
a former president of Upper Iowa
director, kitchen products.
University.
Dr. Frederick J. Schmidt MA '61 was
Joseph F. Sena, BA '47, retired last August chair of the mall and phon'e divisio~ of the
af~er twelve years as principal of Tekonsha
198? Blossom.land United Way Campaign.
High SchooL He and his wife live in
Reured from the superintendency of the
Marshall.
Lakeshore schools, St. Joseph, he is now
~bertC. Adler, BA '48, has retired from
working in real estate.
the Bechtel Corp., and is now chief engineer
Louis G_iannunzio, Jr., BA '63, MA '66,
for the Southern Michigan Railroad a
headed th1s year's United Way campaign in
nonprofit organization restoring th~ first
MarshalL He is superintendent of schools
section of the original Erie and Kalamazoo
there.
Railroad, built in 1835. He lives in Clinton.
Jeny Thornton, MA '63, has become
Edwin A. Leak, BS '48, has been elected
principal of Jackson Park Junior High
treasurer of the Kalamazoo Center for
School, Wyoming.
Independent Living.
Edward Chalifoux, BS '64 has become
John Lawrence, BS '49, is serving a
vice president of manufact~ring for
one-year term as chairman of the board of
Desavlniers & Co., Milan, IL. He now lives
trustees of Nazareth College, Kalamazoo.
in Elmhurst.
Jack VanReenen, BA '49, was presented
Roselle Chilson Havens, BS '64, has been
Boy Scouting's Sliver Beaver Award in
honor~d by Region 9, Michigan Elementary
October in Grand Rapids by former
and M1ddle Schools Principals Association.
President Gerald R. Ford.
•
She heads the River Valley Elementary
School in Rockford.
1950-54
Deanna Brill Hindenach, BA '64, has
become teacher-director of the Trinity
Charles L. Knox, BS '50, has retired as
Luthe~an Church pre-school in Paw Paw.
principal of the Jane Addams Junior High
Davtd L. Peebles, BA '64, has been
School, Royal Oak
promoted to colonel in the U.S. Air Force
Ted Plaza, BS '50, MA '56, is the new
and is presently a squadron commander
president of Michigan Sports Sages, veterans
with the 15th Air Base Wing Hickam AFB
of twenty-five years or more in sports.
Hawaii.
'
'
_K enneth J. Otis, MA '51, SEd '63, and his
Allen Seabolt, BS '64, MA '69, has been
wife celebrated their golden wedding
named assistant principal of the Milwood
anniversary September 27 in Kalamazoo
and Washington Elementary Schools in
although they make their home in Mission
Kalamazoo.
TX. He retired in 1975 as Vicksburg school'
superintendent.
1965
Phyllis Lecronier Curtis, BS '53, MA '80,
has been elected president of the Kalamazoo
Lt. Col. Edmond Durocher BA '65 is now
area chapter of the Oncology Nursing
Washlngton,
stationed at the Pentagon
Society.
DC, as a member of the Air Staff for the
U.S. Air Force. He recently earned his MS
degree in systems management at the
1955-59
University of Southern California.
~ene Allen, BS '56, was the subject of a
Gordon McGowan, BS '65, MA '68, bas
ptcture and feature story in the
become assistant principal of South Junior
Edwardsburg Argus in August. She was a
High School, Kalamazoo.
teacher for forty-five years and retired in
Virgil Post, BBA '65, MBA '69, has been
1967.
promoted to business unit manager for
Thomas Reed, BS '56, MA '61, bas been
electric rider lift trucks at Clark Material
promoted to associate dean of academic
Systems Technology, Battle Creek.
affairs at Davenport College, Kalamazoo.
Donna K. Prins, BS '65, MA '71, received
The Rev. Richard B. Hooker BA '57 MA
her Doctor of Education degree in
'66, has become pastor of the Topinab~e
counseling and personnel from WMU in
Community Church.
August.
Eugene C. Jakubiak, BA '57 has become
D~v.id E. Smith, BM '65, has established a
director of community servic~s for the
musiC publishing company in Deckerville
Rl.clu~10nd schools after nineteen years as
that specializes in sacred instrumental
pnnc1pal of the high school.
music.
William J. Stockham, BBA '57, has
James Stom.men, BA '65, and Joan Bickley
become manager of the agricultural division
Stommen, BA '66, have returned to
First of America Bank-Michigan, Kalamazoo'. Kalamazoo where he has become director of
Robert D. Warner, BBA '57, has been
public relations for Wm. R. Biggs/Gilmore
promoted to executive vice president for
Advertising.
international operations of Ford Motor

1920s

in

~te?hen P. Digsby, BS '69, is now
prmctpal of the high school in Fowler.
Peter Draugalis, BA '69, MA '77, has
moved to Ann Arbor from Battle Creek as
court administrator for the Washtenaw
Leslie Bates, '68
Robert Behrens, '69
County Juvenile Court.
Nolan Fischer, BBA '69, was assigned this
fall to the Greater Kalamazoo United Way
by The Upjohn Co.
1966
Charles E. Fursteneau, BS '69, has been
promoted to executive vice president of
Danell Clay, BS '66, MA '67 has become
Reardon-Parshall Co., Detroit. He lives in
coordinator of middle school~ for the
Trenton.
Kalamazoo schools.
Gary Heckman, BS '69, is now city
. Robert C. Dixon, BBA '66, was promoted
manager of St. [gnace.
m October to product director, kitchen
Thomas W. Lambert, MBA '69, has been
products, by Whirlpool Corp. He lives in
elected president of the board of directors of
Stevensville.
the _Kala_mazoo Institute of Arts. He is a
Robert Jennings, BS '66, MA '70, has
seruor vtce president at First of America
become assistant principal of Hillside Junior
Bank Corp.
High School, Kalamazoo.
Larry L. Leatherwood BS '69 MFA '82
Cyril F. Moore, BBA '66, was recently
has participated in a re~ent thi~teen·week
elected assistant treasurer of the Grand
Harvar_d University program for se~or
Rapids Symphony Orchestra.
e_x~cuuve fellows. He is small business
James L. Palazzolo, BS '66, MBA '68 bas
liaison officer for the Michigan Department
bec~me dir~c~~r of the technics group 'at the . of Transportation.
Raptstan Dtv1s10n, Lear Siegler Grand
J~~s E. Rogers, BS '69, has become
Rapids.
'
adm:iru~trator. for the radiology department
Barbara L. Paulger, BS '66 has been
at Sma1 Hosp1tal, Baltimore MD
designated a certified exhiblt specialist by
Dr. Joan Moore Sattler, BS '69 ·has
the International Exhibitors Association.
becom~ associate dean of the c~llege of
She is manager-exhibits for Liquid Carbonic
Ed~catt~n and Health Sciences at Bradley
Industries Corp., Chicago, IL, and lives in
Uruverstty, Peoria, lL.
Glen Ellyn, IL.
David J. Simpson, BBA '69, bas been
Robert Thornton, BS '66, was presented
promoted to treasurer of the Rexnord Corp
Boy Scouting's Silver Beaver Award in
Brookfield, WI.
.,
October in Grand Rapids by former
Michael Wall, BBA '69 has become a
President Gerald R. Ford.
director of J?e~rbom Fed~ral Savings and
Loan Assoctatwn, where he is an officer.
1967
Dr. Friedrich Wenz, MA '69, is now on
the faculty at the University of South
Donald F. McLean, BS '67, has become
Carolina and is a nationally recognized
asststant principal of Sault Ste. Marie High
authority on suicidology.
School.
Charles F. Younghans, MS '69, retired
Ned M~urer, B_BA '67, has been appointed
from the .WMU faculty and is now teaching
commun1ty servtces director for Consumers
for t~e Ctty Colleges of Chicago at Bitburg
Power Co., Kalamazoo, and now lives in
AFB ill Germany. His wife, Marian
Portage. He had been mayor pro tern in
Younghans, BS '74, MA '81, is also teaching
Allegan.
there for the Department of Defense and is
Charles W. Nuechterlein, BBA '67, has
the first president of the Overseas Art
been promoted to vice president and director Educational Association an affiliate of
of administration for the Magnavox
NAEA.
Advanced Products &. Systems Co
C~ol Juth-Gavasso, MSL '69, MA '72,
Torrance CA.
.,
rec~tved her Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Eric W. Phillips, BBA '67 is now a vice
socwlogy from WMU in August.
president, financial service~, with
Fahnestock & Co., Battle Creek.
1970
Arthur Schulenburg, BA '67, has been
promoted to editor of The Grosse Pointer.
Charles S. A drews, BS '70, MA '76, has
. Paul J. Stuart, BS '67, MBA '70, MA '77,
become principal of Grand Ledge High
ill the fall became special education
School.
consultant for the Wexford-Missaukee
James C. Bieri, BBA '70, is a Wayne
~term~diate School district, headquartered
County fund-raising chairman for the
ill Cadlllac. He had lived in Jackson.
Detroit College of Law Development
Council. He is a partner in a Detroit law
.1968
firm and lives in Grosse Pointe Park.
. John R. Catillo, BA '70, became acting
Karen Alessi, MA '68, is now assistant
duector of the Michigan Department of
principal of Woods Lake Elementary School
Civil Rights last August.
Kalamazoo.
'
Thomas G. Cutler, BA '70, has been
Dr. Leslie K. Bates, BS '68, MA '69, in
promoted to lieutenant colonel in the
August was appointed associate dean of
Michigan Air National Guard and is a pilot
students for special student services at
and operations officer in Battle Creek.
Eastern Michigan University. He lives in
Paul N. DeBoer, BS '70, MA '78, has
Highland Park.
become a counselor at Fremont High
David L. Boverhof, BBA '68, has joined the
School.
Grand Rapids office of Coopers and Lybrand
Dr. Roger D_ennis, BS '70, MA '72, has
as audit manager.
opened a medtcal practice in obstetrics and
Patrick Hsu, MS '68, has become library
gynecology in Bangor. He earned his MD
director at Texas Lutheran College, Seguin.
degree at Case Western Reserve University
Jack R. Shugars, BS '68, was one of two
in 1979.
hono~ed as teachers of the year at the
. William A. Essenburg, MA '70, received
Oakridge school, Muskegon. He is also head
his Doctor of Education degree in
football coach.
counseling and personnel from WMU in
Donald Van Doeselaar, BA '68, MA '72,
August.
has become assistant superintendent for
Richard ~am, BS '70, has become a high
curriculum and instruction for the Holland
school English teacher in Niles.
Schools.
Jane Farmer Kane, BS '70, is the author of
a new book, "Art Through Nature," which
1969
has been selected for the National Educators
Book Club. She is an adjunct faculty
Kathleen Barnes, BA '69 MSW '82 has
chemistry at Muskegon
member
joined the staff of the S~uthcentral
Commumty College, and her book is for
Michigan Commission on Aging, Battle
young children.
Creek.
Richard M. Kuhn, BA '70 MA '79 has
Robert ~- Behrens, Jr., BBA '69, has
?ecom~ principal of Holy Cross High School
become v1ce chancellor for business and
ill Marme City.
finance at the University of
J~es B. Leadford, BS '70, is now
Michigan-Dearborn, where he began
president of Bronson Plastics, Bronson.
working in 1976.
Gregory M. Russo, BA '70 and his wife
The Rev. Richard M. Cross, BS '69, in July
are cap~ains. with the Michigan National
became pastor of the First Baptist Church of
G~ard m Flmt. He is physical security
Sebewa.
officer for plant operations.
I
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Douglas D. Voshell, BA '70, MA '73, has
joined the Michigan Department of
Commerce as its Battle Creek development
services bureau liaison officer for Western
Michigan.
Dr. Gary W. Wester, BA '70, MA '73, MS
'85, PhD '81, has become coordinator of
computer science at illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington.
Dr. Sandra Yee, BA '70, MSL '73, has been
promoted to interim coordinator of the
instructional support center at Eastern
Michigan University. She lives in Brighton.

1971
The Rev. Gilbert Boersma, BBA '71, has
become pastor of the Freeport United
Methodist Church and associate pastor at
Middleville.
David Conner, BBA '71, has become
general sales manager for W eldun
Automation Products, Buchanan. He lives in
Stevensville.
Dad Dalman, BA '71, has been named
commercial loan officer of First Michigan
Bank of Zeeland.
Cora Lee Davis, BS '71, MA '72, was
featured in the Kalamazoo Gazette in
. August as a college graduate who has
entered a nontraditional occupation. She is a
tool and die maker for General Motors in
Ka1am:~zoo.

Richard J. DeVries, BS '71, has been
promoted to head, laboratory sections IV
and V, by The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
James M. Graham, BA '71, MA '78,
received the 1984-85 outstanding faculty
award at Carl Sandburg College, Galesburg,
IL. An instructor in political science, he was
also nominated for the lllinois Community
College Trustees Association teacher of the
year and distinguished faculty awards.
Maj. John W. King, Jr., BBA '71, has
completed the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College regular ten-month
course at Fort Leavenworth, KS.
Michael J. Laemers, BS '71, vice president
and station manager of WUHQ-TV, Channel
41, Battle Creek, has been appointed
secretary to the corporation's board of
directors.
Carolyn Musser, '71, is now manager of
tax compliance for the Universal
Companies, Grand Rapids.
Stephen J. Newman, BA '71, MA '73,
received his Doctor of Education degree in
counseling and personnel from WMU in
August.
Karen Jezowski Nortnan, BS '71, MA '80,
has been appointed to the board of the
Michigan Business Education Association.
She teaches at Baker Junior College, Flint.
Richard D. Obrig, MBA '71, has been
named employee relations manager, Belgian
Operations, by Upjohn International,
Kalamazoo.
Virginia Soules Reynolds, BA '71, MSW
'74, has become executive director of the
Health Systems Agency of San Diego and
Imperial counties in California. She lives in
Bonita, CA.
Charles Scheuertnann, BSE '71, has
opened a contracting business in Grand
Rapids called Total Home Maintenance
Service.
Alan Smith, BS '71, has received an
outstanding industrial arts teacher award.
He teaches drafting in Frankenmuth.
Jay W. WaaJkes, BS '71, has been
promoted to president of Wendy's of
Michigan, headquartered in Kalamazoo.
Dorothy Young, MA '71, is the new
principal of Hillside Junior High School in
Kalamazoo.

1972
Harry W. Albright, Jr., BBA '72, is now
president of Allied Capital Corp.,
Kalamazoo. \
Pat AJdworth, BS '72, MA '76, has become
placement director at Davenport College,
Kalamazoo.
Cynthia Finkbeiner Sjoberg Anderson, BS
'72, MA '74, has been named national
therapist of the year by the American
Business Clubs. She is a speech pathologist
with the Grand Haven schools and lives in
Spring Lake.
Mary Bartlett, BS '72, retired last June as
an elementary teacher in Shelby.

D. J. Simpson, '69

Michael Wilson, '72

Donna Christian, '72

Craig A. Black, BA '72, MA '79, was
featured in the Grand Rapids Press in
August in a story on teachers leaving the
classroom for more lucrative positions. He
is now vice president of the commercial
investment division of American Acquest
Realty.
Dr. Glenn D. Blankenhorn III, BS '72, has
been certified in physical medicine and
rehabilitation. He is a doctor of osteopathic
medicine practicing in Massillon, OH.
Phillip C. Carra, MA '72, has been
promoted to director, public affairs, by The
Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
Donna Allgaier Christian, BA '72, has
formed a Kalamazoo public relations
business, Words and Pictures.
Mark S. Christman, BA '72, is now
principal of the Hayes Middle School in
Grand Ledge where he has taught since
1975.
Michael ColJins, BA '72, has become
assistant city manager in Portage.
David Eick, BBA '72, MBA '73, has been
promoted to senior vice president and
management supervisor of Campbell-Ewald
Co., Warren. He lives in Birmingham.
Barbara Fraker, BS '72, MA '75, has joined
the staff of the Southcentral Michigan
Commission on Aging, Battle Creek.
David Heatherly, BBA '72, has been
promoted to senior vice president at
Foremost Insurance Co., Grand Rapids.
Duane Hobson, '72, has been promoted to
supervisor, plant security, by The Upjohn
Co., Kalamazoo.
James R. Hutter, BBA '72, is the new
chairman of the Michigan Association of
Certified Public Accountants, Southwestern
Michigan chapter. He lives in Harbert.
Linda Keith, BA '72, MSL '74, is now
director of the Lincoln Township Library,
Stevensville.
Thomas E. Kolassa, MA '72, is now a
chartered financial consultant with
Equitable Life Insurance in Battle Creek.
Sue Larmer, BS '72, has received the
outstanding service award of the American
Diabetes Association-Michigan. She is a
Kalamazoo dietician.
Nancy B. Larsen, BS '72, MA '80, received
her Doctor of Education degree in
educational leadership from WMU in
August.
Stephen Lehman, MA '72, has become
director of the Cass County Drug and
Alcohol Program.
Stanley J. Mazany, BBA '72, has been
promoted to treasurer/controller of the
Besser Co., Alpena.
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John Dezek, '76

Barbara Mieras, BA '72, MA '74, has been
promoted to associate dean of
administration and enrollment services at
Davenport College, Kalamazoo.
Tom S. Ringelberg, BS '72, now represents
the Simpson Door Company in Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. He hves in
Grand Haven.
Ronald L. Saper, BBA '72, MSA '74, has
been elected senior vice president and
controller of Cullen/Frost Bankers, Inc., San
Antonio, T.X.
Mary E. Stacey, BS '72, is now eastern
regional manager for Comp-U-Check, Inc.,
of Southfield.
Michael J. Wilson, BA '72, has become an
account executive for French and Rogers
Advertising, Troy.
Charles W. Wolgamott, MBA '72, is now
acting chair of the accountancy department
of Ferris State College, Big Rapids.

1973
Dennis Bitman, BS '73, has moved from
Holland to Mt. Clemens as staff
administrator for Creative Risk
Management Corp.
Sandra Churchill, MA '73, has returned to
teaching at Marcellus Middle School.
Dennis G. Clark, BA '73, in August
became controller of Creative Risk
Management Corp., Mt. Clemens.
Robert W. Crabb, BS '73, MA '77, has
been promoted to state tax manager at the
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek.
Lawrence Eckhardt, BS '73, is the editor of
a new magazine published at Central Lake,
called The Torch Magazine. It is written
about the northern Michigan area.
Katherine Fox, BA '73, MA '78, has been
named director of instructional resources for
Southwestern Michigan College, Dowagiac. ·
James P. Gilan, BS 73, MSW '77, in
midyear was named assistant director of the
Blue Water Mental Health and Child
Guidance Clinic, Port Huron.
Kenneth Howe, BBA '73, has become a
partner in Straka, Jarackos &. Co., a Utica
accounting firm.
Laura LaBenne, BBA '73, is vice president
of finance and treasurer of the Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra.
William B. Leaver, BA '73, is now
administrator of the River District Hospital,
St. Clair. He moved to St. Clair from
Traverse City.
Patricia Banner Lombard, BA '73, has been
promoted to manager, international sales
research, by The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
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Steven Schrier, BA '73, media director for
the Kalamazoo Regional Psychiatnc
Hospital, has produced fifty thirty-minute
cable television programs on "Your Mental
Health."
Dr. Edo Weits, MA '73, EdD '79, has
joined the staff of Health Psychology,
Kalamazoo.

1974
Daniel D. Christian, BBA '74, has been
promoted to manager of control and
development systems at The Upjohn Co. He
also has a small, home-based business, Dan
Christian Software Services.
Carol Krug Crawford, BS '74, has become
vice president of the United Community
Bank, Wayland.
James R. Gerding, BBA '74, is now a
partne-'in the Kalamazoo office of Ernst and
Whinney.
Richard A. Hulsey, BS '74, MA '83, has
become supervisor of technical information
for the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek.
Richard Kamar, BBA '74, has been
promoted to vice president of corporate sales
for Arvco Container Corp., Kalamazoo,
coming back to the area from zone sales
duties in Troy .
John A. Kapenga, BS '74, MA '78, received
his Doctor of Philosophy degree in
mathematics from WMU in August.
Scott Kemple, BS '74, MA '81, is now
director of programming and physical
education at the Kalamazoo YMCA.
Chandler B. Lee, BS '74, has recently
graduated from the General Motors Dealer
Development Academy. He is a Detroit
resident.
Teresa Lehigh, BA '74, is now teaching at
Marcellus High School. She had been
teaching in Decatur.
Doreen Grzebienik Martin, BA '74, is now
a learning consultant for the Westside
Union School District in Quartz Hill, CA.
She lives in Palmdale, CA.
Michael E. Mason, BS '74, has become
human resources manager, gear operations,
for Vickers, Inc., in Joplin, MO, and Tulsa.,
OK.
Dennis M. Nally, BBA '74, has become a
partner in Price, Waterhouse in Detroit.
Kevin O'Toole, BBA '74, now heads the
property assessment department of
Appraisal Associates, Inc., Kalamazoo.
Robert A. Porter, BBA '74, has become a
senior accountant for Bishop and Burk,
Kalamazoo, and has moved back here from
Jackson.
Kathy Reynolds-Lynch, BS '74, has been
named a fellow of the American
Occupational Therapy Association, and is
on the faculty at Wayne State University,
Detroit.
Fred M. Ritsema, BA '74, has earned his
Master of Education degree at Temple
University, Philadelphia, PA.

-

Alumnus appointed to Michigan Supreme Court
A 1965 alumnus who received a
Distinguished Alumni Award in 1982
has been appointed to the Michigan
Supreme Court, becoming the youngest
person to sit on the high court.
Detroit attorney Dennis W. Archer,
forty-three, who graduated with a
bachelor's degree in education, is also
the second black to be a Michigan
Supreme Court justice.
According to a Kalamazoo Gazette
article, Archer hopes his background
and experience will bring a fresh
viewpoint to the bench. "Any time
diversity can bring a different
background to the court, it is
important," he said.
Gov. James Blanchard appointed
Archer to replace Justice James Ryan,
who resigned to become a federal judge
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The first black Supreme Court judge
was Justice Otis Smith, who served

from 1961 to 1966.
A Detroit native, Archer grew up in
Cassopolis and earned his law degree at
the Detroit College of Law.
In making the appointment,
Blanchard cited Archer's extensive
involvement in the law and
improvement of the legal profession,
and his stature as a leading figure in
promoting opportunities for women
and minorities.
Archer is an associate professor at
the Detroit College of Law and an
adjunct professor at Wayne State
University. He was president of the
National Bar Association from 1983 to
1984 and president of the Michigan
State Bar Association from 1984 to
1985.

His term will expire in 1986, and he
will have to run for re-election in the
November 1986 election if he wants to
serve another term.

Dennis W. Archer, '65

t
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Capt. Steven C. WilJoughby, BS '74, is a
missile crew commander at Grand Forks,
ND, AFB and has earned his master's degree
at the University of North Dakota.
Sheila Richmond Wissner, BS '7 4, was
awarded third place in the twelfth annual
Advancement of Justice awards for her
writing in the Manistee News-Advocate on
child sexual abuse. The State Bar of
Michigan sponsors the competition.

1975
Gary Allen, MA '75, MA '83, SEd '84, EdD
'85, has become principal of Columbia
Junior High School, Brooklyn.
Carl J. Anderson, BS '75, has been elected
to a two-year term on the board of trustees,
Monroe urut, Michigan Cancer Foundation.
Thomas W. Ballew, BBA '75, 1s now
branch manager for the Southfield office of
TRW InformatiOn Services Division. He
lives in Grosse Pointe Woods.
Chris Chopper, BS '75, MA '79, has been
named d ;:mentary principal intern for this
year in Bronson, in addition to his duties as
a sixth grade teacher.
Pamela Broders Halverson, BBA '75, has
been promoted to on-line coordinator for the
Three River Savings and Loan.
John C. Huffman, MA '75, SEd '84, has
been elected to the board of directors of the
Allegan General Hospital. He was also
named educator of the year for 1985 by the
Allegan Chamber of Commerce, and is
superintendent of schools and
president-elect of the Allegan Rotary Club.
Douglas J- Iverson, MBA '75, has been
promoted to executive vice president of
operations and secretary of the Ottawa
Savings and Loan, Holland.
2nd Lt. William E. Karis, BS '75, has
received the Air Force Achievement Medal
while serving as a missile launch officer at
Malmstrom AFB, MT.
Allan Meyers, BBA '75, MBA '78, is now
treasurer of the Western Michigan Society of
Financial Analysts. He is an assistant vice
president for Old Kent Bank, Grand Rapids.
Richard J. Palasinski, BBA '75, has
become director of marketing for Tabor Hill
and Bronte wines in Paw Paw.
Dennis M. Patzer, BS '75, has become
head football coach at Vicksburg High
School.
Scott Penhorwood, BS '75, MA '81, is now
teaching in Mattawan.
Donald E. Radde, BBA '75, has been
promoted to first vice president of Peoples
State Bank, St. Joseph, and is in charge of
commercial lending.
Linda Steams, BS '75, has received a
certificate of appreciation from the
American Diabetes Association-Michigan.
She is a Kalamazoo nurse.
David G. Wertz, BS '75, is now in a
year-long internship at the Larimer County
Mental Health Center, Ft. Collins, CO, as a
part of his doctoral program in psychology
at the University of Northern Colorado.
Robert Wiles, BA '75, is president of the
new Creative Living Center in Midland.

1976
Kathleen Casler, MA '76, is now media
specialist at East Kentwood High School,
Grand Rapids.
Dr. John G. Dezek, MA '76, EdS '78, EdD
'80, has become director of the graduate
p;rogram in management at Aquinas College,
Grand Rapids.
Christine Enstrom, BS '76, MA '80, has
become associate principal of Westwood
Elementary School, Kalamazoo.
James G. Leishman, MSW '76, is the new
clinical services director for Oceana County
Community Mental Health Services and
lives in Pentwater.
John R. Mayfield, Jr., BA '76, has entered
the practice of law in St. Joseph.
Patricia Utley, BS '76, has joined Harris
Bush Realty in Bay City.
Dr. Nancy J. Vader, BS '76, earned her
Doctor of Philosophy degree in higher
education administration from the
University of Florida in August. She is now
administrative assistant to the vice
president at Delta College, and lives in Bay
City, FL.
Frances Berns Wistrom, MA '76, has
become girls' counselor for Fremont High
School.

1979
Nancy Vader, '76

Kevin McKeough, '79

1977
John P. Badgerow, MA '77, has finished his
doctorate in behavioral ecology at Syracuse
University, and divides his teaching time
between Onondaga Community College and
Syracuse University.
Donald F. Brown, BBA '77, has been
appointed marketing manager for GMF
Robotics, Troy.
William G. Clancy, BBA '77, has been
promoted to assistant vice president at First
of America Bank-Wayne Oakland.
Donald H. Gabbert, BSM '77, is now an
Army chief warrant officer, and as a
physician's assistant 1s statiOned in West
Germany.
Anthony A. Gautney, BS '77, has been
elected vice president for corporate cash
management of Sunbank/South Florida at
Ft. Lauderdale.
Patricia Guminski, BBA '77, has been
honored by Soroptimist International for her
contribution to her community. She is an
officer and branch manager for First Federal
of Michigan and lives in Allen Park.
Ann L. Jennings, BA '77, BS '79, MA '80,
is now an assistant professor of economics
at Hobart and William Smith Colleges,
Geneva, NY.
Douglas Mohr, BBA '77, has joined the
Brighton office of Old Kent Barlk as an .
assistant vice president in the commercial
loan department.
Debra Small Nelson, BS '77, MA '82,
received her Doctor of Education degree in
special education from WMU in August.
Randy E. Orwig, B.BA '77, has been
promoted to mortgage credit officer by
American National Bank, Kalamazoo.
Michael J. Patterson, BBA '77, has been
promoted to regional sales manager for
Burroughs Corp., Detroit. He lives in Harper
Woods.
Susan V. Rhoades, MBA '77, has been
promoted to administrator, corporate equal
employment opportunity program, The
Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
Karen Rocco, BA '77, MA '79, of Wise
Personnel, Battle Creek, has been elected
secretary of the Battle Creek Personnel
Association.
David F. Stout, BA '77, has been ordained
in the Reformed Church in America, and
has become pastor of the Lakeview
Community Reformed Church, Rochester,
NY. His divinity studies were completed at
Western Theological Seminary, Holland.
Carole Tate, BA '77, MSL '81, has become
librarian for Marcellus High School.
Gary Urman, BS '77, and his wife, Vicki,
BA '77, are teaching this year on Mackinaw
Island, after having taught in Alaska and
Petoskey.
Emily Word, BS '77, MA '80, has become
state coordinator for ACT-SO, a talent
competition run by the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People. She lives in Battle Creek.

1978
Debra Blume, BS '78, is teaching special
education this year at Dowagiac High
School
Patricia Cuza, MPA '78, was the Women's
Equality Day speaker in August in
Kalamazoo. She is director of the Michigan
Office of Criminal Justice.
Laurie McKinven-Copus, MA '78, received
her divinity degree last May from
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary,
Evanston, IL, and is now a United
Methodist pastor at Manton.
Charles P. Palanca, BBA '78, MBA '79, has
become executive director of West Hills
Enterprises in Kalamazoo.
Kathleen M. Wright, BA '78, MA '80,
received her Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Psychology from WMU in August.

StevenS. Armstrong, BS '79, MA '81,
received his doctor of philosophy degree
from WMU in August.
Marilyn Graham Baker, MA '79, in
August was featured in the Hastings Banner
for her cooking abilities. She is principal of
the Delton Elementary School.
Gordon Brown, BBA '79, has been
appointed a branch manager by National
Bank of Detroit. He lives in Fraser.
Shyu-Tu Lee, MDA '79, received his
Doctor of Public Administration degree
from WMU in August.
Scott R. Lytle, BSE '79, has become an
instrument engineer for Babcock &. Wilcox,
Alliance, OH, and is now living in
Uniontown, OH.
Patrick McCarthy, MA '79, is the state
fund-raising chairman for the Michigan
Lupus Foundation this year. He teaches at
the Klaussen Center, Battle Creek.
Kevin McKeough, BS '79, has become VIce
president-furniture for Fabri-Coate Co.,
Grand Rapids. He lives in Middleville
Donna Jean Hoy Montei, MA '79, received
her Doctor of Education degree in
counseling and personnel from WMU in
August.
Joyce Johnson Rhodes, BS '79, is now
assistant manager of the Grand Haven State
Park.
John J. Rufus, BBA '79, has been promoted
to executive vice president of Judel Products
Corp., Elmsford, NY, and Judel Glassware
Co., Salem, WV.
Karel Engstrom Sironen, BA '79, and her
husband have opened the Sironen-Engstrom
Jewelry Co., in Kalamazoo, joined by her
father, Professor Emeritus Robert Engstrom,
and her mother.
Tim Tallon, BS '79, MA '84, is now
teaching in Marcellus. He had been a
Portage teacher.
Dennis L. VanHartesvelt, BA '79, MA '82,
and his sister have started a business in
Holland called Print Haus.

1980
James W. Bickel, BBA '80, is now banking
officer-Birch Run, for New Century Bank.
James J. Ciennik ill, BBA '80, has been
elected president of the Oakland County
Life Underwriters Association for the
current year. He is a licensed insurance
counselor in Southfield.
Dr. Frank G. Cookingham, EdD '80, has
become associate director for information
and research for World Vision International,
Monrovia, CA.
Patricia Davidson, BS '80, has become a
home economics teacher in White Pigeon.
Catherine DeVet, MA '80, received her
Doctor of Education degree in educational
leadership from WMU in August.
Doug Ewing, BA '80, has been appo~ted
to the advisory board of Shasta Industnes.
He is vice president of Ewing Motor Home
and Trailer Sales, Battle Creek.
Kathleen Flynn-Mach, MSW '80, has
joined the outpatient therapy staff of the
Antrim/Kalkaska Community Mental
Health Services Board, working out of the
Kalkaska office.
Gary C. Fuhrman, MA '80, is now
studying for his doctorate in biology and
zoology with a $10,000 annual fellowship at
Louisiana State University. He has been a
faculty member at Troy State College in
Alabama.
Neil A. Gardner, MBA '80, has completed
studies at the Graduate School of Banking,
University of Wisconsin. He is a vice
president at Hastings City Bank.
Janel Harris, MA '80, received her Doctor
of Philosophy degree in psychology from
WMU in August.
Kathryn Herson, MA '80, received her
Doctor of Medicine degree in May from the
Medical College of Wisconsin, and is serving
a residency in Buffalo, NY.
Jean Kavanaugh-Conlisk, MA '80, has
opened a realty business, Vacation Places
Ltd., in South Haven.
2nd Lt. Alisa McLaughlin, BS '80, has
been transferred to Fort Hood, TX., as a
platoon leader with the 553rd supply and
services battalion.

Larry A. Salter, BBA '80, has be~n
promoted to captain in the U.S. Air Force
and is an instructor navigator at Beale AFB,
CA.
Rick W. Sanders, BBA '80, in August was
promoted to manager of the San Jose, CA,
office of Deloitte, Haskins &.. Sells.
Linda Schirmer, BBA '80, is now a vice
president of the Battle Creek chapter,
.
National Association of Accountants. She IS
with Bristol, Leisenring and Herkner.
William J. Steilen, BBA '80, has become
manager of the San Antonio, TX., office of
Peat Marwick.
Mary Anne Sydlik, MA '80, has finished
her doctorate in behavioral ecology at
Syracuse University, and is currently
teaching at Onondaga Community College,
Syracuse, NY.
Kim Wood, BA '80, is now continuing
educauon coordinator at Davenport College,
Kalamazoo.

1981
Blain D. Becktold, BBA '81, has become
executive director in Clare County for the
Agricultural $tabilization and Conservation
Service.
Carol Birmingham, BS '81, has been
promoted to senior technical service
specialist at Behring Diagnostics, LaJolla,
CA.
Andrew F. Bouma, BS '81, has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, after completing infantry OCS at
Fort Benning, GA.
Mike Criswell, BBA '81, has been
promoted to catering manager for the
Stouffer Battle Creek Hotel.
Ahmed Said Sulayman Derbas, BA '81,
MA '82, received his Doctor of Education
degree in educational leadership from WMU
in August.
Dr. William D. Howard, MA '81, EdD '83,
is now supervisor of special education and
special needs for the Hopkins schools.
Dan Kasson, BBA '81, has become men's
tennis coach at Kalamazoo Valley
Community College.
Thomas M. Marshall, BBA '81, has been
promoted to superintendent of . .
administrative services for U.S. F1delity and
Guaranty Co., Charlotte, NC.
Raymond G. Miltenberger, MA '81,
.
received his Doctor of Philosophy degree m
psychology from WMU in August.
Pat Pangburn, MA '81, is the new
president of the West Michigan chapter of
Women in Communications, Inc. She has
also been elected president of the
Kalamazoo Center for Independent Living,
and lives in Kalamazoo.
Linda Petersen, MA '81, has become
program manager for the Southcentral
Michigan Commission on Aging, Battle
Creek.
G. Patrick Polli, BBA '81, has been named
president/associate publisher of Physical
Therapy Forum, a weekly publication ~ith a
circulation of more than 100,000. He lives
in King of Prussia, PA.
Talia Rogers, BS '81, has been named
"realtor associate of the year" by the Battle
Creek board of realtors. She is with
RE/MAX, and chairs the Board of Realtors'
education committee.
Timothy Ruddon, BS '81, has become an
outPatient counselor for Cass County Drug
and Alcohol Services.
Kimball Silverton, BS '81, recently
received a citizen citation from the Oakland
County Sheriff for assisting at the scene of a
traffic accident. Silverton is a student of
osteopathic medicine.

1982
Scott D. Adams, BS '82, has become a
service engineer for Asten-Hill Co., and
lives in Portland, ME.
Michael Banfield, BBA '82; Mark Laurin,
BBA '82, and Derek Petrak, BBA '82, are
working and sharing an apartment in
California. Banfield is an administrative
planner for Ticket Master Corp., Los
Angeles; Laurin is a purchasing planner for
Data Products Corp., Canoga Park; and
Petrak is a financial analyst for Centinela
Hospital Medical Center, Inglewood.
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Steven R. Callens, BA '82, is now program
manager for KNAZ- TV, Flagstaff, AZ.
2nd Lt. Michael J. Dasbach, BS '82, has
graduated as a U.S. Air Force navigator and
is now stationed at Castle AFB, CA.
1st. Lt. Wayne S. Deneff, BA '82, has
earned the expert infantryman badge with
the Third Infantry Division in West
Germany.
Michael R. Dunn, BS '82, has joined the
U.S. Oceanographic Office at New Orleans,
LA, as a hydrographic physical scientist. His
first assignment took him to South Korea.
Steven H. Flayer, MSL '82, an Army
National Guard sergeant, has completed the
nuclear biological chemical specialist course
at Fort McClellan, AL.
Susan A. Friedrich, MBA '82, has been
promoted to audit supervisor with Seidman
& Seidman, Kalamazoo.
Thomas R. Harwood, BA '82, MA '85, has
become supervisor of the dual diagnosis
program at Saginaw County Community
Mental Health Services.
Paul Hedgecock, MA '82, has been
certified in nonviolent intervention
strategies by the Crisis Prevention Institute.
He is a supervisor for the Calhoun County
Juvenile Home, Marshall.
Steven R. Hubbell, BBA '82, is now
banking officer for the Denver, NC, branch
of North Carolina National Bank,
Lincolnton.
James W. Key, Jr., BBA '82, has returned
to Kalamazoo as an accounting supervisor
for Bishop and Burk.
Marin Mazzie, BS '82, after spending part
of the summer with the Barn Theatre in
Augusta, has the lead in the Broadway
production of "Big River."
Howard W. Moerdyk, BBA 'Bl, has
become assistant dean of business and
finance for Davenport College, Kalamazoo.
John A. Mohney, MSL '82, has become
assistant director of the Dowagiac Library.
Bonnie Church Piller, MA '82, received
her Doctor of Education degree in
educational leadership from WMU in
August.
Marcella Richardson, BS '82, has become a
case worker for the visually handicapped
with the Texas Commission for the Blind.

1983
Thomas Crowner, BM '83, has become band
director for River Valley High School, Three
Oaks.
Douglas Doom, BBA '83, is varsity
basketball coach at Boyne Falls High SchooL
Jan Edgerton, BBA '83, has become band
director at Galesburg-Augusta High School.
Les Ganett, BBA '83, has become a
leasing representative for Selig Hunt & Co.,
San Antonio, TIC
Wendy Gray, BS '83, is teaching second
grade at Gage Elementary School this .year.
Linda Hager, MA '83, has become duector
of public relations for the Glowing Embers
Council, Girl Scouts of America,
Kalamazoo.
George K. Henry, MA '83, received his
Doctor of Philosophy degree in psychology
from WMU in August.
Joanne Oxenrider, MSL '83, is now
Dundee High School librarian.
Todd Sanford, BBA '83, has become an
associate member of Scott, Doerschler,
Messner & Gauntlett, a Kalamazoo financial
services firm.
Sally Scbreuder, BS '83, is now a special
education teacher in Three Rivers.

1984
Alpharetta Comer1 BS '84, won second prize
this fall in an exhibition by the Holland
Friends of Art. She is eighty years old.
Steve Germond, MBA '84, is a vice
president of the Grand Rapids chapter of the
National Association of Accountants.
Norman L. Rente, BS '84, is now
supervisor of medical photography for
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology in St.
Louis, MO, and is director of Region V,
American Society of Radiologic
Technologists. He lives in Granite City1 IL.
David Kircos, BBA '84, has been named
marketing director of Stark &. Co., a food
brokerage in Farmington Hills.
Ruth Straus Krygier, BS '84, is now
administrator of the PeopleCare, Inc.,
agency, Belding.
Arthur Lanier/ BS '84, has become a police
officer in Southfield.
Scott T. Leister, BS '84, has been named
district sales manager for recreational
vehicle products group, The Coleman Co.
He lives in Elkhart1 IN.
Joan Orman, BA '84, has become
community relations director at Pipp
Community Hospital, Plainwell.
Patrick Peruchietti1 BBA '84, was assigned
by Comerica Bank this fall to the Greater
Kalamazoo United Way.
Laurel Postmus, BBA '84, has been
promoted to marketing coordinator by
Health Circle, Battle Creek.
Melissa Potoczny, BS '84, is teaching
special education this year in Fenton.
Brenda Rzepka, BS '84, is teaching
Spanish to elementary students in
Centerville this year.
Sandra Schweizer, BS '84, is now a special
education teacher in the Allegan Junior
High School.
Lt. Edward M. Slominski, BS '84, has
graduated from the air weapons controller
course at Tyndall AFB, FL.
~
Judy Stewart, BA '84, is the new secret~
of the West Michigan chapter of Women m
Communication, Inc. She lives in
Kalamazoo.
Michelle Strait, BBA '84, is now
community service coordinator for the
Hanover-Horton school district.
Kenneth M. Walkerdine, MBA '84, has
become vice president for manufacturing of
Machining Enterprises, Inc., Warren.
Bruce Rolfe, BS '84, is now a sports writer
for the Three Rivers Commercial-News.

1985
Molly E. Holdship, BA '85, is now teaching
journalism at Niles High School.
Kristine Nutting, BM '85, is the new band
director at the Galien schools.
Judith Randall, BS '85, has been elected
president of Birthright of St. Joseph
Auxiliary.
AI Scharns, BS '85, has become director of
gymnastics for Branch Gymnastics and
Physical Development, Inc., Coldwater.
John Stap, Jr., BA '85, has become an
account executive with Biggs-Gilmore
Advertising in Kalamazoo, where he had
interned earlier.
Jeffrey Terrell, BBA '85, is now a
stockbroker with Edward A. Jones &. Co.,
Sturgis.
Teresa Trupiano, MA '85, has joined the
staff at Charlton Park, Hastings, as head of
interpretive and educational services.
Vincent Zoski, BBA '85, has joined
Bristol, Leisenring and Herkner in
Coldwater as a staff assistant.

Alumni Association new life members
Judith Conant-Schewe Andrew, B.A. '67, Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Michael Beam, B.A. '79, Kalamazoo
N. Lorraine Boekeloo Beebe, B.S. '32, Portage
John J. Best, B.A. '74, Jacklon

Barbara Troyer Block, B.S. '72, Gaylord
Kurt Brandll, B.A. '82, Delton
Douglas Brautigam, B.S. '76, Flint

Dennis W. Dobrltt, B.S. '75, Brighton

Therase Franzone, B.A. '82, RoMvllle

Anne M. Hoffa, B.S. '63, T.C. '63, M.A. '71, East Detroit
Natalie Guzowski Pukszta, B.S. '50, M.A. '64, Sturgis
Dean A. Rocheleau, B.A. •n, B.S. '80, J.D. '80, Wast

Bloomfield

Thomas Romak, Detroit
Mllry Brlncat Romak, B.S. '78, Detroit
Michael Schwark, B.A. '77, St. Clair
Denise Trlnger Smith, B.A. '79, Dearborn
Mllry E. Stacey, B.S. '72, Allen Park
Carol L Vanputten, B.S. '78, Dorr

Steven Hubbell, '82

Les Garrett, '83

Laurel Postmus,' 84

Weddings

1978

1960s

James A. Andrus, BS '78, MA '80, and
Barbara Nietering, May 18 in Grand Haven,
He is an environmental tester for
Thermotron Corp., Holland, where they
live.
Eileen Grennan, BM '78, and Alan Young,
June 8 in Muskegon. They live in Ann
Arbor.
Daniel P. Hendriksen, Jr., BA '78, MPA
'83, and Nancy Elkins, August 17 in Grand
Rapids. He is with the Eastside
Neighborhood Association, Kalamazoo.
Kenneth C. Hunter, BBA '78, and Marsha
J. Warren, September 28 in Portage. He is an
account executive for WQLR and WQSN
radio stations in Kalamazoo.
Doug Witt, BS '78, and Karen Calvin, July
13 in Deerfield. He is a teacher at Britton
High School.

Kathleen Sheridan, BS '69, and Michael
O'Hara, May 11 in Schaumburg, ~· S~e is
with American Airlines and they live ill
Northbrook, IL.

1970-74
Shirley Ronda Klosterman, BS 70, MA '76,
and Russell Joubert, April 6 in Comstock.
She is a Comstock teacher and they live in
Kalamazoo.
Nancy Babcock, BS 72, MSW '78, and
David Parsons, June 29 in Hartford. She is a
social worker for Muskegon County and
they live in Grand Haven.
Raymond A- Passkiewicz, BBA '72, MB~
'73, and Sheri VandenBerg, September 21 ill
Kalamazoo. He is WMU's director of
orientation.
Benjamin Phillips, BS '72, and Robin
Sines, BS '76, July 20 in Bad Axe. He is
principal of the Elkton-Pigeon-Bayp~rt Laker
Junior High School and she teaches ill the
North Huron District. They live in Elkton.
Philip Bakker, BS '73, and Robin Prins,
June 21 in Holland. Both are employed by
the Prince Corp.
Joanne Bauschke, BM '73, and John L.
Pherigo, a WMU music faculty member,
August 17 in Kanley Cha'Pel. Both are
members of the Kalamazoo Symphony
Orchestra, and she 1s 'also a dental assistant.
Stephen A. Wilcox, BS '7 4, and Pamela.
Schreuder, August 24 in Kalamazoo. He 1s
with Sumitomo Corp. of America, and they
live in Kalamazoo.

1975
Donald Faupel, BBA '75, and Barbar~ Smith,
August 24 in Elkton. He is with ~e1~zke
and Faupel PC, in Pigeon. They hve ill
Pigeon.
Howard J. Kingsley, Jr., BS '75, and C~eryl
Fredericks, July 6 in Benton Harbor. He 1s a
security guard at the Cook Nuclear Plant,
Bridgman, and they live in Three Oaks.
Sandra S. McClain, BS '75, and John A.
Johnson, June 1 in No~thv_ille. She is with
Sliger/Livingston Pubhcauons.
Brian Schneeberger, BS '75, and Julie
Anderson, October 5 in Kalamazoo. He is a
recipient care aide at the Kalamazoo
Regional Psychiatric Hospital.
_ Laurie Wakefield, BA '75, and David Reed,
August 17 in Adrian. They live in Eugene,
OR, where she is with the Psychological
Research Center.

1976
Diane Wood, BS '76, MA '82, and Jeffry
Dodge, August 3 in Grand Rapids. She is a
speech therapist for the Kenowa schools.

1977
Elaine Hendrickson, BA '77, and James
Johnson June 15 in Seattle, WA. She is with
the Por; Orchard schools and they live in
Seattle.
Glenn Muvrin, MA '77, and Brenda
Rinckey, in August in Norton Shores. He
teaches in the Mona Shores schools.
Dean Rocheleau, BBA '77, and Lynda
Boyd, BS '80, October 11 in Southfield ..He
is a tax attorney with Plante & Moran m
West Bloomfield.
Robert E. Topp, BS '77, and Susan Hlywa,
July 27 in Gaylord. He is a Michigan State
Police Trooper and they live in Lake Orion.
Michael P. Watts, BBA '77, and Cheryl
Watts, August 10 in Shawnee Mission, KS.
He is in sales for the Jay Brokaw Co., and
they live in Grandview, MO.

1979
Matthew Greenman, BS '79, and Barbara
Coon, June 15 in Jackson. He is with the
Thomapple-Kellogg school, Middleville.
Margaret A. Leibl, BS '79, and Michael J.
Ward, September 21 in Grand Rapids.
David Ramthun, BBA '79, and Lisa Fedler,.
May 25 in Whitehall. They live in New Era
where he lS an excavator and farmer.
Marc Shaffer, BBA '79, and Bernice
Polelic, July 6 in Michigan City, IN. He is a
CPA with Crowe, Chizek&. Co., in
Michigan City.
Joanne Stefanich, BBA '79, ~d Craig
.
Stevens, August 1~ in Medaryvil~e, IN. He IS
a sales representative for the lnd1ana Farm
Bureau and they live in Francesville.
Jeffrey R. Wilcox, BFA '79, and Denice
Ott, June 15 in East Grand Rapids. They are
living in Carbondale, IL.

1980
Brian Cipriano, BS '80, and Beth Hildebrand,
BS '81, June 29 in St. Joseph. He is a WMU
graduate student.
Laurie Dani, BSW '80, and Chris Liebum,
May ll in Battle Creek. They live in San
Antonio, TX.
Pamela Yarger, BBA '80, and Michael
Montgomery, August 24 in Kalamazoo.
They live in Orlando, FL, where she is a
customer support representative for Delta
Business Systems.
Thomas Yonker, BS '80, and Robin
Niecko, BBA '83, MBA '84, Oct~ber 19 in
Kalamazoo. He is a pharmaceutical
specialist with The Upjohn Co., and she is a
market research analyst for Eaton Corp.

1981
Terry Awrey, BS '81 and Lisa Pancheri,
August 3 in Iron Mountain. He is a teacher
and coach in Huntley, IL, and they live in
Crystal Lake.
Ricky Burkhardt, BS '81, and Brenda
Byers, BS '82, September 28 in Farmington
Hills. She is with Pfizer Drug Co., and he
with WWJ/WJOI radio. They live in
Farmington Hills.
Elizabeth J. Burner, BA '81, and D.
Thomas Talbert, July 13 in Owosso. They
live in West Hartford, CT.
Terri Fairfield, BS '81, and David Lindsay,
BSE '81, May 25 in Houston, TX, where ~he
is with United Gas Pipeline Co., and he 1s a
mechanical engineer with M. W. Kellogg
Co.
Lynn Frame, BS '81, and James V. Wright,
October 5 in Jackson. She is a waitress at
Bob Evans Restaurant.
Thomas E. Gilpin, RS '81, and Dorothy
Svinicki, May 25 in Jackson. He is with
Photo Marketing Association International.
Kimberly Kilpatrick, BS '81, and Randall
Veenhuis, May 4 in Flushing. She is with
Auto Dealers Auction.
Edward J. Pilarski, BBA '81 and Gina
Franks, July 20 in Niles. He is with E. F.
Hutton.
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Nap Ramirez, BBA '81, and Scherri Zilke,
August 3 in Benton Harbor. He is
reimbursement/billing manager for
Southwestern Michigan Healthcare
Association.
John A. Simaz, BS '81, and Diana Smith,
August 17 in Benton Harbor. He is a special
needs support teacher for the Benton Harbor
schools and they live in Stevensville.
Keith Small, BA '81, and Celeste Gardner,
August 10 in Prairie Village, KS. He is a
student at Dallas, TX, Theological
Seminary.
Cathy L. Stover, BS '81 , and Martin D.
Yager, July 27 in Paw Paw. She is a special
education teacher in Lowell and they live at
Payne Lake, Wayland.
Nancy Struck, MA '81, and William Watt,
OctObr 5 in Kalamazoo. She is a research
and program officer at WMU.
Randy Utting, BBA '81, and Shari Wells,
October 26 in Jenison. He is with Ernst &
Whinney, Grand Rapids, and they live in
Hudsonville.

1982
Ned D. Aeschliman, Jr., BBA '82, and
Kathryn Bonner, September 21 in Midland.
He is with Dura-Med Equipment Co.,
Newark, DE.
Nancy Robie Baker, BS '82, and Charles
A. King, July 27 in Kalamazoo. She is a
program associate for the Cooperative
Extension Service.
James Burnham, BBA '82, and Patricia
Sullivan, August 17 in Battle Creek. He is
with Burnham Associates.
Karalyn Dahms, BBA '82 and Paul
Voorhorst, August 24 in Paw Paw . They live
in East Greenbush, NY.
Shelly Edgerton, BS '82, and Tyrone
Swinehart, BS '81, MPA '83, August 24 in
Plainwell. She is a student at Thomas M.
Cooley Law School and they live in Lansing.
Dawn V. Halliburton, BBA '82, and Tim
Dunham, BBA '82, August ll in Lansing.
She is branch manager in DeWitt for Capital
Federal Savings, and he is owner/manager of
Dunham's Party Store.
Dawn M. Jenkins, BS '82, and Brian
Roblyer, August 10 in Plainwell. She is a
teacher of the emotionally impaired for the
Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate School
District and they live in Kalamazoo.
Sheryl Kero, BS '82, and Paul Swodzinski,
BS '82, July 6 in Laurium. She is a special
education teacher and he is an engineer for
Honeywell Corp. They live in Phoenix, AZ.
Jonathan Kerr, BS '82, and Denice Duane,
June 1984. He is a group leader for C. E.
Bauer Co., Springfield, OH. '
Randall Kleiman, BBA '82, and Lori Cross,
August 3 in Detour Village. They live in
Lansing where he is an assistant manager
forK-Mart.
Susan MacDonald, BS '82, and Thomas
Monaghan, BS '82, August 3 in Ludington.
Both are teachers in Houston, TX.
Albert Ochsner, BS '82, and Shalini Kay
Lall, July 20 in St. Joseph. He is art director
for Jeffery Nimetz Advertising, Chicago, IL,
and they live in Cicero, IL.
Jane V. Pilcher, BBA '82, and Steve
Chronis, BBA '82, April 12 in Ann Arbor.
She is a commercial credit analyst at Great
Lakes Federal Savings, and he is
owner/manager of Bicycle Jim's Restaurant.
Kenneth E. Raby, BBA '82, and Elizabeth
Gabe, BBA ~ 83, October 5 in Kentwood. He
is with Grand Northern Products and she is
an accountant for Ernst and Whinney.
Gail Roberts, BS '82, and Kenneth Roe,
June 28 in Monroe. She is with Roberts
Security Agency, Inc.
Michelle Sherburn, BS '82, and Michael
Bunyard, Jr., August 16 in Muskegon. She is
an interior designer and they live in
Fremont, CA.
Lisa Anne Sherwood, BBA '82, and Robert
Manor, October 5 in Grand Rapids.
James Slawinski, BBA '82, and Sharon
Hicks, in August in Manistee. He is with
Century Boat Co .

Deaths
Professor Robert B. MiJler, a member of the
physics faculty from 1956 to 1972, died
September 25 in Sebring, FL, where he had
lived since retirement as an associate
professor emeritus. He was a graduate of
Manchester College with advanced degrees
from Michigan State University. He leaves
his wife, one brother, and two sisters.

1900s
Florence Barrett Thompson, TC '09,
believed to have been the oldest alumna of
the University, died October 22 in Broken
Bow, OK, where she had lived for the last
several years. She was born April 20, 1883,
in Allegan, and spent most of her adult life
in Paw Paw where she was active in many
community activities, as well as teaching
music in the Lawrence schools. She had
three children, one of whom survives, along
with seven grandchildren and twelve
great-grandchildren.

1910s
Mildred Patterson Harrington, TC '10, died
August 29 in Kalamazoo. Her late husband,
Oscar Harrington, TC '11, directed WMU's
Pine Lake Vocational School for many years.
She leaves three sons, nine grandchildren,
and eleven great-grandchildren.
Lila Clark Bacome, TC '11, died August
18 in PlainwelL She had taught in Richland,
Wayland, Martin, and Plainwell, and is
survived by her husband and one sister.
Jean Herrick Keiser, TC '11, died
September 9 in Kalamazoo. She leaves two
children, four grandchildren, and six
great-grandchildren.
BelJe Sweetland Newell, TC '12, died
September 4 in Coldwater, where she had
lived since 1925. She was executive
secretary of the Branch County Farm Bureau
for fifteen years and in 1945 was state
chairperson of the Women of the Michigan
Farm Bureau. She leaves three sons,
including Richard Newell, BS '41i two
daughters; fourteen grandchildren; and
twenty-two great-grandchildren.
Esther Shaffmaster Dobson, TC '17, died
August 12 in Lansing. She was a longtime
teacher and leaves one daughter and four
grandchildren.

1920s
Marie Sanders Malin, TC '20, BA '35, died
October 10 in Grand Rapids at the age of
103. She had taught in Traverse City and for
thirty years taught in Grand Rapids.
Carol Hildner Potter, TC '21, BS '59, was
killed August 24 in an automobile accident.
She had been a Muskegon teacher for many
years, and was the wife of the late Harry
Potter, TC '22, BA '57. She leaves two
daughters, five grandchildren, and one
great-grandchild.
Angie Wheeler. Crandall, TC '23, BA '53,
died July 16 in Newaygo, where she had
been principal of the Vera Wilsie School at
the time of her retirement. She leaves two
children.
Mary Pieters Keohane, TC '23, died
September ll in Pacific Grove, CA, the
alumni office has learned recently.
Louise Chase Sorensen, TC '23, BS '60,
died October 21 in Berrien Springs. She had
retired as a Hartford teacher in 196 7, and
leaves her husband, four daughters, two
sons, thirty-one grandchildren, and
seventeen great-grandchildren.
Zela Dickey Cortright, TC '24, BA '47,
died September 13 in Pontiac. A longtime
resident of Hastings, she had taught in
Barry, Calhoun, and St. Joseph counties
until retirement in 1959. She leaves three
daughters, including Emily Cortright Saylor,
BA '61, Ann Arbori two sons, including
Alfred Cortright, BA '50, Allegan; nineteen
grandchildren; and eleven
great-grandchildren.
Gordon W. Tabraham, TC '24, BS '35,
died July 4 in Dallas, TX. He leaves his
wife.
Ronald B. Myers, TC '25, BS '31, died
June 6 in Wrightwood, CA. He was the
WMU athletic trainer for many years. He
leaves his wife and five children.

Nita Morris Squires, TC '25, died in
March in Montague, the alumni office
learned recently.
Floyd Betzer, TC '26, BS '33, died in his
Waldron home, the alumni office learned
recently.
William D. Campbell, BA '2 7, died
October 18 in Charlevoix. He had been a
teacher in Detroit and at Benton Harbor
Junior College. He leaves his wife, one son,
and five grandchildren.
Hazel Rasmussen Jensen, TC '27, died
September 30 at her Marcellus home. She
had been a substitute teacher in Marcellus.
Mrs. Jensen leaves her husbarid, Oliver, TC
'25, BS '30; two daughters; two sons; and
eleven grandchildren.
Wilma Frith Carney, TC '29, BA '34, died
September 27 in Midland, where she had
been a teacher. She leaves three daughters,
including Mary Brown, a Michigan state
representative.
Irma Greer Lamont, TC '29, died August
10 in Battle Creek. She was a teacher for
several years, and was very active in many
Battle Creek organizations. One daughter
and seven grandchildren survive.

1930s
Ernest Swanson, BA '33, died October 1 in
Grand Haven. He was a longtime Grand
Haven teacher, and leaves his wife and one
child.
Emma Welch Crossman, BA '35, died June
18 in Ionia. She had been a Belding teacher
and also was at one time Ionia Township
treasurer. Mrs. Crossman leaves her
husband and a daughter.
David C. Arnold, BS '37, one of the finest
athletes on campus in the decade of the
'30s, died September 1 in Arlington Heights,
IL. He starred in basketball as a center and
in baseball as a pitcher, and was inducted in
the WMU Athletic Hall of Fame in 1977.
Arnold coached at Barryton, Otsego, and
State High School before joining the
Michigan High School Athletic Association,
serving for several years as its executive
director. He followed that with nineteen
years as associate executive director of the
National Federation of State High School
Athletic Associations, until retirement in
1979. He leaves his wife, Jeanne.
Francis H. Cuber, BA '38, died August 22
in Kalamazoo. He had been a Marshall
teacher, then owned a furniture store, and
since 1966 had represented a number of
furniture manufacturers. He served in the
U.S. Navy during World War IT. Mr. Cuber
leaves his wife, Dorothy Harris Cuber, BS
'39i a son, John E. Cuber, BS '74, Battle
Creek; and a brother, Dr. John F. Cuber, BS
'34, Lexington, KY.
Max A. Damoth, BA '39, died August 27
in Allegan. He had been a coach and
superintendent of schools in East Jordan,
retiring in 1974 and moving to Allegan. He
leaves his wife, two sons, three
grandchildren, two brothers, and one sister.

1940s
Helen Smith Bradley, TC '42, BS '46, died
August 27 in Schoolcraft. She had been a
Midland teacher, and leaves two brothers
and two sisters.
Laura Cook Moyle, BA '46, died October
3. She was a resident of Mattawan, and had
retired as a teacher in the Battle Creek
Lakeview schools. She leaves her husband;
one son, Gregory, BS '81; and one
granddaughter.

1950s
Jack C. Palmer, BA '50, international traffic
manager for Chrysfer Corp., died September
11 in Royal Oak. He leaves his wife, one
daughter, and two sons.
Robert D. Boykin, BS '51, died in 1980 in
Delton, the alumni office learned recently.
Della Chase Smith, BS '51, died August lO
in Saugatuck. She had been an Allegan
County teacher for forty·five years, retiring
in 1965. She leaves two sons, one daughter,
nine grandchildren, nineteen
·
great-grandchildren, and five great-great
grandchildren.

Bernadine Rutkofske Gruneisen, BS '52,
died May 25 in Memphis, the alumni office
has learned recently.
Robert R. Michielsen, BM '52, died
September 26 in Kalamazoo. For
twenty-eight years he taught music in
Schoolcraft, and more recently was a school
representative for Midwest Music Co. He
also had a fifteen-piece dance band. He
leaves his wife, two sons, one daughter, and
his father.
Lillian Knapp Fultz, BS '54, died August
30 in Battle Creek, where she was a teacher
for many years until retirement in 1963. She
leaves two children, a grandchild, and two
great-grandchildren.
Dr. Ralph R. Stocker, BA '55, a Santa Ana,
CA, dentist, died September 4. He had
moved west in 1961, and in 1975 was
international president of the Cosmopolitan
clubs. He leaves his wife, five daughters, his
father, and two sisters.
Grace W. Jewett, BS '56, died August 16
in Manistique. She was a teacher for
"twenty-nine years, retiring in 1970. She
leaves two sons, one daughter, twelve
grandchildren and three great-grandsons.
Barbara Tunis Cansfield, BA '57, died
October 2 in Port Huron. She was a Port
Huron teacher, and leaves two sons, one
daughter, and her mother.
Robert L. Cook, BS '57, died June 25m
Grand Rapids. He was special education
director for the Kelloggsville schools, and is
survived by his wife and four children.
Margueritte Norcross Paquin, BA '58, died
September 17 in Kalamazoo. She was a
South Haven teacher for thirty years and
had lived in Kalamazoo since 1979. She
leaves two daughters, one son, and eleven
great-grandchildren.

1960s
Paul D. DeKorte, '60, died October 12 in
Santa Monica, CA. He was a vice president
for Hanna-Barbera Productions, Hollywood.
DeKorte was also minister of music for
Grace Community Church of the Valley,
Panorama City. He leaves his wife, three
children, his mother and his father. DeKorte
had lived in Newhall, CA.
Laura Lake Herrick, BA '60, died February
2, 1984, in Homer.
Robert D. Misner, BS '61, has died at Sand
Lake, the alumni office learned recently.
Ralph J. Oldenburger, BS '61, died July IS
in Holland. He had been a teacher until his
retirement in 1972. He leaves his wife,
Josephine, and two children.
H. Leroy Roach, BS '61, MA '64, died
September 16 in Kalamazoo. He had been a
Portage elementary principal for twenty-two
years. He leaves his wife, Marcia; four sons;
two brothers; and two sisters.
John L. Barkel, BBA '63, died May 5 in
Holland where he operated an accounting
business.
Dennis B. Clave, BS '63, died last
February in Petoskey, where he was an
agent for AllState Insurance, the alumni
office has learned recently.
Katherine Schafer Garlock, BS '64, MA
'71, died September 17 at her Allegan
County home. She was a teacher in Allegan
for nearly forty years, and is survived by two
daughters and seven grandchildren.
Kenneth A. McLarty, BBA '65, MBA '66,
was killed August 27 when a tractor he was
driving overturned at his St. Charles, IL,
home. He was vice president, central region,
services division, for AT & T Information
Systems. McLarty had been general
manager, business services for Michigan Bell
Telephone from 1978 through 1983. He
leaves his wife and three children.
Mark E. Yenner, BA '65, died June 16 in
Ann Arbor, the alumni office learned
recently.
Paul 0. Mulder, BS '68, died October 4 in
his Livonia home. He had been a Ford
Motor Co., employee since graduation. He
leaves his wife, Donna Ortquist Mulder, BS
'69; two daughters; his parentsi and one
sister.

1972
Thomas J. Woodcock, '72, died August 9 in
his Richland home. He leaves his parents
and one sister.

A new look- Waldo Stadium,

Lawson Ice Arena, and Read
Fieldhouse all have a new look
thanks to early holiday gifts from
some private donors. The three
faciliUes now sport four new
scoreboards; one in Lawson (left),
one in Waldo (bottom), and
two in the fieldhouse. The computerized scoreboards, which
cost a total of $300,000, all have
message centers. In addition, the
scoreboard in Waldo is capable
of producing a variety of graphics
while the other scoreboards are
capable of producing animation.
The scoreboards were provided
by four major donors: First of
America Bank; Bronson
Healthcare Group, Inc.,· WUHQTV, channe/41; and Coca-Cola.

This delicate artwork and the artwork appearing on page 2 are samples of alumnae Gwen Frostic's
creative handiwork. To learn more about Frostic, read the story on page 2.

